
COBEAN NEW TESTAUENT.

Br Rev. J. Ross.

TT ia now. aljout ten years since I wrote toy first article

Record& giving an account of my first contact with Coreans

the village called the Corean Grate.” My interest in the people

deepened with the progress of the years and as, after many
and futile attempts, I was able to find a clue to their language, I

resolved to have the Scriptures in part or wholly translated into

that language. This resolution was all the more decisive bn dis-

covering that everybody in Corea knew their beautifully simple,

phonetic alphabet, ^ that ‘'even all the women and children could

read it.” As regards its civilization Corea stands in relation to China

much as Japan did, for Japan is now independent of direct Chinese

infiuence. Examination for degrees in Corea is now wholly in

Chinese, knowledge of which alone entitles a Corean to the name of

an “educated” man, the person who can read and write Coreati onl:
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being an "illiterate.” Only the other day I read a pamgraph in a

newspaper in connection with the coronation of the Czar in Moscow,-

stating that the nobles and higher classes in Russia converse in

French, regarding the use of their native tongue in polite conversa-

tion as beneath them. If Pansolavism can tolerate such contempt

for the Russian language we need not greatly wonder if cultivated

Coreans affect Chinese in the same manner. They much prefer

literature in Chinese good Wen^U to writings in their own tonguei

From the first I was therefore prepared to expect no great en*
^

oouragement in work of this kind from Corean literati
j
yet I was as

little deterred by this consideration as was Wickliffe in preparing a

translation into the language of the people. Corean scholars know

nothing of mandarin except those of them who come to Manchuria,

but they read and write as easily as Chinese scholars. For

fully a year our Corean members have been taking into tbeir native

land copies of the translated Gospels and the Scriptures in Wtn*\x,

The similarity of their replies to my enquiries as to the manner of

reception of these book often amused me;—"Scholarly men read the

Corean and also the Chinese
;
they prefer the Chinese.” " Do they

understand the Wen4i f” " Not very well.” “ Do they understand

the translation ? ” "Oh of course I that requires no comment. Any
one can understand that.” "Why do they prefer the Chinese ?”

" Because it is the literary style and they like to read Chinese.”

This is true only of tho literary men, the great majority being

entirely ignorant of the Chinese character, but reading with ease

their own language. Coreans are at present full of curiosity regard* '

ing foreigners and eager to read of their religion. To test the un-

varying saying that all Coreans could read their own language, five

years ago I gave the Gospel of John newly translated to a Corean

who " didn’t know a letter” i.c. of Chinese. Several hours after he

re-appeared stating that the had read it through
;
he had under-

stood all the words employed in it.

I have found several objections to the published transIatioidK

Tho most important is that the book is fragmentary. A few Knee •

are devoted to a subject and then a totally different matter is intro-

duced. Another is, that the narrative is so frequently broken up

by peculiar sounds, their interpretation following; why should these

sounds not bo rejected and the interpretation alone retained thus

making a continuous and smooth reading ? A third is the peouliar,

and to the Corean uncouth, forms of the names of men and plaoee.

The first two objections apply to the original Greek no lew than

to all translations of the Gospels. Tho second arises from the ititro-

duction of Aramaic words as 'talUka cumi, Eli, Eli hma $ab<icMhcmi,
^
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or such as "Cephas which is by interpretation Peter.” Tbe third is

based on my transliteration of Greek names, which constituted some

difficulty for a time. All our Corean translators would have preferred

to retain the Chinese names and transliterate them. But if Chines©

transliteration so metamorphoses tho familiar names that they are

scarcely distinguishable, the same reproduced from Chinese through

Corean letters i^ould be quite unrecognisable. Abraham would be

Yabrgnahan, Peter, Bidug The beautiful and flexible alphabet of

Corea admits of a very near approximation to Greek names, indeed

these could be almost wholly cCrrectly writte in Corean but for

tho lack in the latter of letters I, f and p. In finally deciding to

represent Greek names as nearly as possible in Corean I had regard

more to the future than the present. Indeed even now onr few

Corean members have become familiar with the unusual sounds.

Acquaintance with the Scriptures will make them familiar to all,

and a Corean will quickly learn to pronounce Ab-ra~ham as it

should be done.

While treating of the Corean alphabet I am reminded that

Japanese literati were not long ago expressing their dissatisfaction

with their mongrel syllabary and their desire to be rid of Chinese.

In Corean they have a simple phonetic alphabet which if I am not

greatly mistaken they would find to be exactly what they are in

quest of. Infinitely better it certainly would be than tho adoption

of tho inconstant Roman letter, and it will tax their ingenuity and

ability to create its equal. They should certainly examine Corean

before their final choice. They will find in "Korean speech”*

ample materials for guidance and sufficient proof of the reasonable-

ness of my suggestion.

But to the excellencies of the Corean alphabet must be added

an unavoidable defect. Because phonetic it compels the writing of

Corean words as pronounced in tho district of the writer. Thongh

tho words of tho Corean language are of uniform ns© throughotit all

the provinces, with the mixture of remarkably few provincialisms,

the word are variously spelled in different provinces. Our first

translations were necessarily written according to tho pronunciation

of Ping^n province, whence camo all our translators. But in subse-

quent translations and second editions we have taken care to write

out the pronunication of the capital even though Pingan pronun-

ciation is said to bo generally understoed.

In one particular I have taken the liberty of introducing a

considerable change in my translations. Coreans in both speech and

. writing are very punctilious in distinguishing the social position of
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persons. Equals in age or rank may employ tbe direct form of

speech, but strangers or persons socially unequal could not use the

direct “thou” or “you” of English and Greek. To them such use of

the second personal pronoun is disrespectful in the extreme. This

has influenced, all the translations. ‘Wlien God is addressed I

have always used the indirect mode of address, t.g. in the Lord’s

prayer every “Thy” is translated by “Father’s” the term with

which the prayer commences. When the disciples address Jesus,

they are translated as always using the indirect mode “Lord” or

“ Teacher.” Even in Chinese I always use the indirect mode in

prayer as the direct is not reverential. Coreans attach much more

importance to the form of address than do the Chinese j
this change

is essential to accurate translation. Verbal translation is not true

translation. You must have the full sense of the original in

idiomatic language, and mere literal translation can never be

idiomatic. My aim has been to present the real sense in idiomatic

language and literal verbal translation had to wait upon these

two conditions, e.g. Coreans have no “eyes” in their needles but

they have “ears,” hence the Corean of a well know passage is

it is easier for a camel to pass through the car of a needle” &c.

One of the most important matters to be decided in every trans-

lation of the Scriptures is the names of the Deity and of spiritual

subjects; with most of these we had little trouble. Neither of the

torms employed in China for “ God ” is admissible in Corean. The
form _t ^ in Corean SAfrny-rfe, is known in its classical sense to

scholars only, to others not at all, as Taoism, which has adopted it in

China, has no following in Corea. The term in Corean Shin, is

never used alone and when employed it is invariably as in the Chinese

classics ^ pronouned gooi-shin, this order of the two terms being

constant, and as in China, they are the counterpart of the larec and
pennies of the Romans. Hence both terms were inappropriate for

our purpose. In the Corean-French Dictionary I discovered that

the Roman Catholics have transliterated their Chinese terms, among
others i tiun-joo. Years, however, before the appearance of that

dictionary I had adopted the name in universal use in Corea, nor
have I ever met a shadow of objection against it. Strange to say it

is the native Corean for the Roman Catholic term. The Corean for

“heaven” is hanal, for “lord” or “prince” nim, originally Chinese;
and llaHanim is the term by whick Coreans everywhere acknowledge
the Ruler above and the supreme on earth. This term I have tested

in every way with Coreans and my conviction is that the introdrictaon

of a foreign term would be a serious mistake. When Shin is used
apart from gooi it i« the Chinese term for “ heart,” hence shiung $Mn
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would be “holy heart.” The Romanists use this term, but though

inclined at first to employ it, important reasons after long and

mature deliberation with Coreans have made me change it to Shiung

riung Chinese ling. The Coreans already use Hang for the “spirit”

of man. The only notable fact connected with the name “ Father”

is that the Corean of it is the same as the Hebrew.

Of other terms those presenting any difficulty were " baptism,”

“ Sabbath” and “ Passover.” For baptism I could not adopt the

Chinese term as it would not be understood, nor could I translate

it, for Wash-Rite” would be nonsense. The Greek term has

therefore been retained, as has been the term “Sabbath.” “Passover”

I have translated literally through I am not quite sure whether the

term Pascha should not have been used. The retention of these terms

involved explanation which was done in as few words as possible

at the end of the first edition of Luke and John. An interesting

fact in connection with the term for “ angel” is that the Coreans

believe in angels carrying out the will of Hananim “ministering

spirits sent forth to minister,” and these they believe to be not the

spirits of dead men but angels in our sense of the word. For these

they have two names niug-sa and hagsa, both of which denote

“strong” angels, or cherubim. As however I am not quite familiar

with the ideas generally regarding them and their office I have

employed tho Chinese term tiunsa which is said to be universally

understood by Coreans.

My mode of translation from the commencement has been to

get a translation from the Chinese by a Corean scholar. Almost

all our translators knew mandarin as well as Wen-H. As they have

been fairly intelligent men and scholars, their translations gave an

exact idea of the meaning derivable by ordinary scholarship from

the Chinese Scriptures, and even in this light the work has been

very interesting. This translation was a first draft, very serviceable,

yet remarkably few verses could be passed without corrections of

a more or less serious kind. With the Greek and English of tbe

Revised edition this draft is carefnlly compared word with word,

clause by clause and sentence by sentence. This careful translation

is then copied out and the process repeated. Then the work

was laid aside for a time after the Greek concordance was put

thcroughly in requisition over it. In subsequent translations a

happier rendering of a particular word would occasionally occur

and then the concordance was again in use. This process was most

needful in the case of synonyms as praise, bless, exalt, extol, fear,

terror etc. Greater familiarity with Corean will doubtless discover

improvements in this province, but the sense of the published
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rersion will not in any case be seriously affected. Owing to its

extensive borrowing from Chinese the Corean language has more

synonyms than our English, hot merely synonyms which approach

each other in signification but such as are indistinguishable as

hanal and Hun, heaven^ mram and in, man. These can be at any

time interchanged but except to avoid vulgarity of style I have

always leaned to the use of the native instead of the borrowed

word, as Saxon rather than Latin words form our English Bibles.

Translations through Chinese have made my work considerably

lighter. It has also convinced me that from the Corean version a

Corean scholar could translate an improved Chinese version. This

improvement would be more than in shades of meaning. A few

examples from Romans, ray last translation, will suffice to show this.

The 9th and lObh verses of Romans 6th end in the interrogation

My Corean’s translation was therefore . . . “How can we escape

punishment?” . . . ‘'How can we be saved?” This is exactly 'the

reverse of the original. When I translated the passage affirmatively

the Corean exclaimed that now the words were consistent with

context. If the interrogative is retained a ^ should be inserted to

read “ How shall we not escape punishment?” &c. In G, 9 are

are the words ^ “whom death rules,” also the opposite of

the sense intended. In 7.20 the writing is not quite correct, stand-

it ahonld read fr Si ^ ^
^ ^ &c.; and in verse 23 a “ not is inserted inversing the meaning.

Serious faults like these are however rare^ and allfanlU are confined

to the me of the particlei. The Chinese version has saved me much

trouble in connection with terms relating to time, money, weights

Ac., and many of the technical terms in the translation. I have

been indebted also the to Corean-French dictionary notwithstanding

its faults of omission and commission. It has formed an excellent

test for the accuracy of the tmnslation. My chief help however has

been derived from the Revised Translation, the close study of which

has led roe to the conclusion of one of its English critics, that though

a “ OTUiparativ© failure as a translation, as a commentary it is

invaluable/*

It is now more than a year since the Gospel of Luke in Corean
vras first printed. My colleague, Mr. Macintyre, had translated it

four or five times and I had the benefit of his work. Soon there-

after John followed. The original edition was 8000 copies of each.

Of these most have been introduced into Corea by onr Corean
members, who then numbered four and are now more than doable.
Two of these are itinerating over the province of Pingan as ag^ts
of the British and Foreign Bible Society. Another member who
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is with relations of his in the Capital has had a number of hooks
sent him for distribution there. He is eager and frequently writes

for the presence there of a preacher. A second edition of Luke is

already printed and to be by request bound up with Acts which is

also printed. Two thirds of the New Testament an now ready for

the press. Besides the Scriptures there have been circulated in

Corea several thousand of a small tract by Mr. Macintyre intro-

ductory to the New Testament, and thousands more of a “ Catechism

of Biblical Doctrine” and of “True Happiness,” both of which are

reprinted. From every one who has any share in the work of

circulation I have the same tale of eagerness to read our books and
regrets are frequent that the people did not long ago have the

opportunity of learning “ this religion.” Long acquaintance with

the people has led me to believe that mission work among them will

resemble the work in Japan rather than that in China. They
resemble the Japancse in possessing neither the intellectual force not

the conservative pride of the Chinese. "When Corea and Japan
learn of westerns they simply change their teacher. It is more difficult

for the hitherto independent and teaching Chinaman to acknowledge

his need of instruction at the hands of the western
;

yet the

Chinaman’s backbone is not quite as stiff as it was ten years ago

and even he is learning to bow with more grace to his volunteering

western instructor.
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^ HAVE boon a vegetarian for between two and three rears in

^ China ami Mongolia. My reason for becoming a vegetarian

was that a great number of Chinese and some Mongol.s in uiy

district were vegetarians from religions conviction, and I ibund

that ray not being so had the effect of lessening my influence with

them. Becoming ‘'all things to all men to gain some,” I adapted

myself to their style of eating, which excludes eggs, onions and

some other vegetables even. I have given the thing a fair tritd,

and think I am safe in saying that a man can live well on grains,

oils, etc., and be in no .danger of practising any self-denial or asceti-

* In cbap. 26, 23, Chriit ia used with equiil proprielj. Anlicipatiog tlie oft
repeat«d objection that a orDCiSed man could not be the Christ, the Son of God, Paul
claimed, as did our Lord (Luke ixit. 25. 26) tbal Hccording to the ' Scriptures tbe
Cbtist must suffer.
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oUm. 1 think, too, to say the least, a man can endure quite as hard
work on vegetarian food as on any other. Tlie men who aocom-

^
nie4 me on my journey and helped me in my work, were not

vigetarians ; bnt, though I put myself absolutely on the same level
with them as to lodging and exertion, and often had longer hours of
work than they had, and in some few oases had to go withoot any
yegelariau equivalent for their non-vegetarian "kitchen," as we
',^1 it in Scotland—notwithstanding all this, I found I could always
b^d out as long as they could, when there was any occasion for
extra strain.

:• I am not a vegetarian now. Tlie same reason which induced
e to be one in China, induces me to relinquish vegetarianism here,
an agent of a missionary society, and as one who wants to visit

many private friends dmiiig my stay in this country, I have laid the
thing aside for the present, being unwilling to cause trouble and
uneasiness to my good friends, the numerous hosts and hostesses under
.whose roofs I may be spending a night or two. The utter ignorance of
vegetarianism which prevails among British people, makes it almost
bopeless for one constantly travelling, to avoid semi-starvation to him-
self, and complete discomfort to the family and the cook of the

.establishment where for the lime the vegetarian may happen to be.
I do not see any principle involved in vegetarianism. Christ was

not a vegetarian, nor need I be—except I like. I like to be a
vegetarian for two reasons :—First, I don't like the look, or the idea
even, of the slaughter necessary to keep up a meat, etc., supply •

second, I think that vegetarianism would make the cost of living
much less a most important consideration in many ways.

Wish these notions in my head, yon may guess that the
vegetarian restaurants of London interested me much. I have
heard a good deal of them, and visited one two or three times
Li-awu there by economy, I have always and only gone to the “din-ner of three courses for sixpence” department. To begin with
I don t think sixpence cheap at all. In Glasgow, for nearly a
quarter of a century now, there have been places where food of thebest quality can be had at “ dinner-of-three-conrses for-fivepence ”
The courses are i soup (no bread), meat (hot) and potatoes, pudding
(lice or apples), and the whole meal is enough for a workman
Bieakfast is threepenoe-halfpeuny, and consists of porridge and
milk, roll and butter, cup of coffee, all of the best quality : and tbe
quantity of porridge and milk in Glasgow is, I think (and I have
tried both), double tbe London allowance. Accustomed to such
prices and rations, you will not think it strange that I don't think

establishments that I do not forget, namely, first, rents are higher
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than in Glasgow ;
second, the Loudon vegetarian places are more

swell.*’ And merely to say that rents in London are higher, is

not to say the last word, for I notice that Lockhart s cocoa rooms in

all parts of the kingdom sell at uniform prices, even in the high rent-

ed places of London.

But the extra penny—sixpence in place of fivepence—is not the

only matter that calls for remark. The most serious objection

I have to the dinner is that it is insufficient. Non-vegetarian frieuds

who have gone to these sixpeuny dinner-rooms think the thing a

good affair so far as it goes, but find that they need something a few

hours after. They complain of the food as being deficient in staying

power. I make the same complaint. The things are nice, but not

enough. The last time I had such a dinner I felt much tempted to

begi^ again, and refrained from doing so simply because it would

be a case of “ bang goes another sixpence,” and I think one sixpence

quite enough for a man to speud on food for any one meal. If I

might be allowed to criticise and suggest, I would say that the soup

is not so bad. It is not bad at all, but very good. It has ouly one

fault. It is not enough. The puddiugs, too, seem all right—at

least, less open to serious objection. The “sultana” is the best

I have had. The jam-roll and treacle-roll have too much jam and

treacle and too little flour for my taste. But let that pass. The

first and last courses are uot bad; but “eh, maul” the middle

course is a delusion. “ Irish stew,” “ pease-pudding and tomatoes,”

“ haricot beans and egg”—uot eggs, for there seems precious little

egg iti the composition)—Eh, man! all these are, in my opinion,

and in the opinion of my stomach, merely poor apologies for the

absence of something real to eat; and what I would like to see

done would be that something “solid” or substantial should come

in between the first and last courses. Till that is done. I am afraid

that ve*^etarianism will only be looked upon as a modified kind of

fasting and asceticism. Don’t you tbiuk so ?

Perhaps you ask me what I would suggest. I am hardly able

to go into detail on this point; but I’ll tell you what is done, and

what I do, in China and Mongolia. We use scones (wheat-roeal-

flour) fried in oil—not fried in oil, but with oil in their composition,

and with a little additional oil applied externally just as they are

about to be baked on the hot iron. There is no reason at all why

we in Britain should not have some delicious vegetable oils, olive (?)

or other. The Chinese have oils from grains in abundance. Going

to an inn, I call for one pound aud one-third of wheaten flonr baked

into scones with oil. It is brought to me (light weight, I am sorry

to say), in the shape of eight scones piled up on a small plat© ;
these
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keep each other beautifully warm while the one that successively

becomes the topmost is being cuusumed; aud when all the eight

have disappeared, the diner sips a few cups of tea (^without cream

' or milk or sugar—tea only) and slowly gets up and goes out, feeling

exactly the reverse of what one dues when he has finished a six-

penny dinner of three courses at the Loudon restaurants.

-
- Now, I kuow God has blessed me with a good digestion. I

know all men have not an appetite like me. I sometimes say

I have been troubled with my stomach from my youth up ; bat the

trouble has boen, and is, all of one sort—namely, to get enough to

.’putintoit. I kuow that few men, perhaps, would like to dine on

- one pound and one-third wheaten oil scones. I kuow all this
;
but

r I think a good middle course could be adopted out of the same

materials—namely, flour and oil—something satisfying, on which a

warehouseman could work from one p.m. till he got his tea.

In China there is a capital and ever-haudy equivalent for

butcher’s meat in cookiug—beau-curd. It is made of beans ground

to a consistency like milk, with a sea-produced (?) chemical added to

make it curdle, ft is then poured out into a frame lined with cloth ;

aud, when the whey all runs «>f, a substance is left, soft and taste-

less, which is cut up into cakes and sold for a fraction of the price

of meat. When properly cooked, it makes (in my opiniou, and in

that of the natives) good food. Perhaps you say that comes in the

last analysis to the middle course of “ haricot beans.” Perhaps it

does; but what I mean is, that a good middle course could surely

be made, of which that would be a part, and only a part. I do uot

think that any more thau an adjunct of the midtlle course could bo

made of such a tbiug as the bean-curd. My main hope would be iu

the flour aud oil preparations, for the real substantial part of the cen-

tral dish in the dinner. Let me point out to you a great aud crying

want in Loudon—a penny bowl of good vegetable soup, served in a

place where one could step iu, have the soup alone, and come out

after spending one penny only. This would be an immense boon.

If 1 knew such a place, 1 would go there with a lump of bread in

my pocket, aud with bread and soup I would feel refreshed, though

perhaps I had uot dined quite. Lockhart’s cocoa-rooms are a very

great boou, but one looks there in vain for soup.

People often complain that vegetarianism is expensive. It

need not be. In China it is not. I am sure it need uot be so here.

It is because it is econommiil I would like to see it adopted more

tyenerally. Be sure you have my very best wishes fur success in

making vegetarianism popular cheap and delicious iu England.

—

From the Vegetarian.
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MARY WASHINGTON COLLEGE
FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22401

Department of History and American Studies 11/29/1981

Dear Prof. Moffett;

You may not entirely recall my visit to your
Seoul office in the summer of 1973* trying to relocate
Ann Gale's retirement place in Korea. So attached
I was to her and her memory, I tried my best that
I could and I am sure that you did too

.

Congratulation for your Princetonian entry;
and I am sure that Princeton would be hugely benefited
by your insight and invaluable experience, perhaps
inherited and gained, and achieved. I am knowingly
glad that your are there inelutably looking after
our future generation. I somewhat feel a bit 'bullish'
or 'MISSIONARY' about our faith in America these days.
Vfe do need our 'Missionary' here more than anywhere
else .

I found this Thanksgiving weekend at my office
sending out the SEC/AAS panel papers to participants
(Southeast Regional Conference for Asian Study Asso-
ciation, scheduled to be held at Chapel Hill, January,
'82)j and it is just occured to me a few days ago
that I should send you one for your review and comment
with regard to the senior S. M. ( See pp. 15*16).
I am greatly obliged to know if you have some important
sources relating to John Ross and James Gale.

Trying it may seem towards the modern Korean
church and society, I feel that we should reexamine
ourselves perceiving and projecting our coming generation.
As you know, the Korean church movement was from the
outset more than a mere missionary venture- a whole
dimension of Christian tradition or Western tradition
are involved. A real distiction of the two is crucially
important, but should however not unremindful for its
unity. It struck me that the earlier American did have
much healthier and perceptive understanding and insight

.

332 Tulip Circle
Fredericksburg, Va. 22401

Equal Opportunity Through Affirmative Action



THE EARLY WESTERN CONTRIBUTION TO

THE MODERN KOREAN HISTORIOGRAPHY

SUBMITTED TO 1982 SEC/AAS

11/25/1981

KEY S. RYANG



Only the most vaguely known in the modern Korean historiography

were the significant contributions made by the Western scholars,

notably John Ross (1842-1915),^ Homer B. Hulbert (1863-1940),^ and

3James S. Gale (1863-1937). To be sure, none of them were in the

strict sense a trained historian in the field. They were in Korea

primarily as the Protestant missionaries and educators;^ however they

went beyond their given realms and made the great attempts to write

about the country's history even before the modern Korean historians

appeared on the scene to undertake such a task. In this monograph,

some major questions are raised trying to examine and to evaluate

their critical contribution: What motivated them to write Korean

history as they did? What were their major chronologies and sources

which they depended and utilized? What had been their interpretative

perspective? I^at the real historical and intellectual contributions

did they make toward the development of the modern Korean historio-

graphy?

Ross's biographical information are derived from the various
sources. The author's correspondence with Prof. Ian A. Muirhead,
Department of Ecclesiastical History, University of Glasgow, dated on
August 9, 1976, for somewhat a detailed personal and academic back-
grounds. See also "Dr. Ross and His Labours for Korea," The Korean
Mission Field , No. 12 (12/16/1916), pp. 336-37; "Rev. John Ross, D.D.
of Manchuria: Pioneer Translator of the New Testament into Korea,"
The Korean Mission Field , No. 11 (11/15/1915), pp. 314-15; The New
Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knox^ledge , Vol. 10 (New York:

Funk and Wagnallis Co., 1911), p. 99.

Clarence N. Weems, ed., Hulbert History of Korea , Vol. 1 (New
York: Hillary Hourse Publishers, Ltd., 1962), p. Ed 23-62.

3Richard Rutt, James Scarth Gale and His History of the Korean
People (Seoul: Royal Asiatic Society, Korean Branch, 1972), pp . 91-121.

^Tp be sure, very few American historians had any sort of the

formal training in their fields prior to 1890' s.

( 1 )
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John Ross was born on August 9, 1842 at Rairrichie, Nigg , Ross-shire,

as a son of a Scottish United Free Church minister Hugh Ross. He began his

early education at Fearn before he went to the University of Glasgow and

the Edinburgh College of the United Presbyterian Church. He first arrived

in China In 1872 at the age of thirty. Prior to his departure, he was

ordained by the United Presbyterian Presbytery of Inverness and Elgin in

March. ^ Originally, sponsored by the United Free Church of Scotland, he

was first assigned to Chefoo, and then to Newchwang and Mukden, which be-

came the home bases for his activities. He was accompanied by his young

2wife M. A. Steward whom she married just before his leave. Soon after

their arrivals in Newchang, they lived in a small, dilapidated, leaky and

rickety room that about twenty props were set up irregularly over the

muddy floor to prevent the roof falling down. Newchang 's climate was

unbearably biting and freezing as typical of its northwestern Chinese

winter. His young bride, so fragil and weak after her delivery of an

infant son, died in the spring of 1873. He was a bit exhausted to encounter

the hostile native crowds v;ho wanted to see the "foreign devil." In the

following fall, he moved further south with his infant son to Mukden and

then visited Uiju where they met for the first time some Koreans in 1873

who came there to trade with the Chinese.

^A correspondence of Prof. Ian A. Muirhead . In 1894, Ross received

D.D. from the University of Glasgow in his sabbatical leave.

^He first married to M. A. Stewart on March 26, 1872. She unfor-

tunately died that winter after she delivered his son. Then he married to

Isabella Strapp Macfadyen who also accompanied him to his missionary work.

^The Korean Mission Field , No. 71 (Nov. 15, 1815), p. 314. J. Ross,

"The Christian Dawn in Korean," The Missionary Review of the World , n.s.,

Vol. 4, N®. 4 (April 1890), p. 241. Elizabeth G. K. Hewat, Vision and

Achievement.( London: Thomas Nelson and Sons, Ltd., 1957 ), p.250.



He learned very little from this encounter, though it aroused'

his curiosity and his interest to the entirely new country. This led

him to visit them there again in the following year. This time, he

returned with the hope of gaining some knowledge of their language,

culture and custom. He had in fact found a Korean named So Sangyun

(1849-1926) who was willing to serve him as his instructor and

assistant.^ This was the real occasion which further prompted him

to learn about Korean culture and history.

As enthusiactic as he was about his latent discovery of Korea,

virtually unknown to most of the Westerners as the "Hermit Kingdom."

2
In the spring of 1875, he began to translate of St. Luke and St.

John into Korean from the Chinese text, with the assistance of So

Sangyun and his colleague John Mclntrye (arrived there in 1875)

.

Although the first two parts of the four gospels were translated

but did not come off the press until in 1881, and two years later

the Act was printed, then in 1887, the whole New Testament was

translated and finally published in 1887 which was financed by the

.3
British Foreign Society. Simultaneously, he worked on a Korean

Uiju, Pyangyang Pukdo, was converted by Ross's brother-in-law and his
colleague. Rev. John McIntyre, Scottish Presbyterian missionaries. George
T. Brown, "A History of the Korean Mission, Presbyterian Church, the U.S.

from 1892 to 1962," (Unpublished T. D. Dissertation, Union Theological
Seminary, 1963), p. 25. So Sangyun became one of the first seven Presby-
terian ministers, which also included his younger brother So Kyoncho.
He established the first church in Korea at Sorai in 1892; C. George
Paik, The History of Protestant Mission in Korea , 1832-1910 (Seoul: Union
Christian College Press, 1929) p. 46; Henry A. Rhodes, History of the Korean
Mission (1934), p. 75. Sorai then became the cradle of the protestant
mission in Korea.

•

2
See Rhodes, p. 409.

3
"Rev. John Ross, D. P., of Manchuria," The Foreign Mission Field ,

p. 314; George T. Brown, p. 26. Henceforth The Foreign Mission Field will

be shortened and known as KMF.

1
So Sangyun ( ) , a Confucian scholar, originally from
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language text entitled The Corean Primer which was publisHed in 1877,

His major work on Korean history entitled History of Corea, Ancient and

Modern was finished and printed in 1879, with most probably with his

own expense. A year later, he also published Korean Speech With

Grammar and Vocabulary . His other works also included The Mandarine

Primer (1876) , Chinese Foreign Policy ‘(1877) , The Manchus, or The

Reigning Dynasty of China: Their Rise and Progress (1880).^

Homer B. Hulbert was born in 1863 at New Haven, Vermont, as the

second child of Calvin Butler Hulbert, a well-known Congregational

minister and one-time president of Middlebury College. In 1886, the

Korean King Kochong requested through the United States Secretary of

State to secure three men as instructors to teach young Koreans in

English language. As he was completing two years of the study at the

Union Theological Seminary, he accepted the offer which was given to

him through the United States Commissioner of Education John Eaton.

%is other works known so far are: Old Wong (1889), The Mission
Methods in Manchuria (1905) , The Boxers in Manchuria (1901) , Origins
of the Chinese People (1916) , Original Religion of China (1909)

;

James Webster, The Marvelous Story of the Revival in Manchuria ,

transcribed by John Ross. One other work entitled The Priest at The

Altar , 2nd edition (London: William Maclintosh, 1867) was deposited
and catalogued in the National Library of Scotland and Edinburgh,
under Rev. John Ross (1842-1915) . It appears least likely to be his

work for he was only ordained in 1892. Moreover he did not hold a

position Incumbent of St. Mary, Haggerston, nor obtained a degree
of M.A. Most probably it seems to be his father work. His correspon-

dence deposited in the National Library of Scotland is most extensively
concerned his tnissionary activities between 1881 to 1914. Also, his

major articles — known to have been published in t^e British
journals are: "The Ports and Trade of Corea," The F.dinburgh Review ,

7/1885, pp. and also an extensive review article, "Core," The

Edinburgh Review

,

10/1872.



Chapter Seven: Ross* Achievement

In the annals of missionary heros, the name of John Ross' is not often recalled,
C. /j k'2.

He \>ras not ti*e great scholar thact his fellow Scot, James Legge, yet he made

important scholarly contributions. He (isd the first history of Korea in any

V/estem language, the first Korean grammar in English, the first translation of

the New Testatment in Korean, and ^vw»*fee important works on Manchu history, the

primeval form of Chinese religion^and the origin of the Chinese race. He was

ecumenical before that word came into common use. He worked for the union of the '

Irish and Scottish missions in /''janchuria and once that was accomplished, he worked

'yf'
for the creation of a single Christian church in China, In these days when con-

temporary theorists of mission speak of getting into the culture of another society,

Ross would be considered a modem. He took as his model the Apostle Paul^whom he

felt exemplified three characteristics! ‘patience, s?yTnpathy, and diligence, Ross

possessed all three of these characteristics in abundance. Even under the most

trying circumstances, he did not become angry, something which fev/ of/colleagues

could claim for themselves, James V/ebster remarked in his eulogy for Ross that

in all the years which he had knom'- him, he had never seer^jlc^se his temper

even in the most provoking situations, ^'efore Ross ever arrived in ^ina, he had

made up his mind to study the Confucian classics as the basis of his evangelism.

This sympathy for Chinese culture, and his confidence in the Chinese people^ made

him an enthusiast in the eyes of some Europeans, but it stood him well with the

Chinese, He was diligent in the extreme. Probably no other member of the llanchurian

mission travelled so v/idoly or so frequently a^oss. His energy v/as proverbial
^

7P"
^

and lasted well into his final year of life. It is the author's hope that

this small volume may .^^[^j£^^^/j|f/commemorate P.dequately the name of one v;ho v/orked

long and diligently for the church, Ross deserves djastlyi a more prominent place
Vp*, t ^ V y, ^ I .5o ^ I .y ^ ' I » t /.

-<

in the annals of m Christian mission^ ^islbdblc.-has^eerb«ay-si^ll: attemnt -to

rectify.,.that 'in.tustice,>

I A I- W • ^ h. 1' -y. r ' ' '
ir- *t yt" y '*

•> .tr .
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Chapter Three: The First Furlough; 1879 - 1881

When John Foss arrived in Britain cm furluugh in 1879* he brought with him Jx)t

only the manuscripts and notes for^tv/o books v/hich he publish during this

lough ,
but the first draft of the Korean translation of the fotir Gospels, the Acts of

1^0 iwe^

the Apostles, and the Letter to the Romans, None of IJthis previous letters;; ma^e any
/\ /(d'

reference to his study of the Korean language or vhen or ho\i he had begun the vrark of

.d.

translation. How had Ross undertaken this great task? There unfortunVbely, no

records which are contemporsLL:^ous v/ith the period of the first translation of the

Few Testament, 1’here is general agreement that Ross’^ first language teacher would have

>/ V
been Yi Ung-ch'an, but contrary to what Kim Yang-son and others believe, our material

indicates clearly that Ross could not have met him in 187^^ but in 1876, Kim Yang-son

\y

believes that Yi and 3 other men who came from Uiju to join him as teachers and

translators were baptized by Ross and I*^c Intyre in 1876, j^Ross returned from his

second journey to the Corea Gate in mid-May of 1876,|it is entirely possible that Yi

vJi' -T

coldM "'huT!?" b'cn,n- able to contact his friends in Uiju to urge them to come <rac./join him

before the end of the year|^^u^orderl.to.,Jjas.truct,JEloss_ inr-the -Koreanvlanguage* Thiisb/"^^

the first baptisms of Korean Protestant Christians could have £aken place some time

during the year 1^^6, Max: Intyre actually ^baptized Yi, but the other three men

received the rite from Ross, They v;ere Yi Song-ha, Kira Chin-gi, and Faek Hong-jun,

\/
who was the grandfather of f\ira Yang-son, Kijm_Yangrs6i£££.e:6

Kira Yang-son feels that the work of translation began in 1875» buta this is

year im

because 1875 is one year after 1874» the dal® v/hich Kim believes waststhe.;;time,:.vheft,*

-to ^
^

•',Cc

^oss/first encountered Yi Ung-ch’an, Ag records show t£Kdt this encounter
'' ,c- . c o,.. ; . -

i

^ '

have taken place in 1876, it seems plausible to assume that the work of translation

began some time in 1877* This conjecture seenuto be corroborated by the fact

that Ross t- Corean Iriraer came out in that year and must represent the results of his

initial study of the Korean language. So Sang-yun is often stated to have been the
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:krstfirst language teacher of Ross, but Tim Yang-son shows conclusively that he and his

^
that

brother So Kyong-jo did not meet Ross before 1878 andyjin all likelihood the elder

Froba-Uy
brother was baptized in 1879*y| '^hjB^vrauld have^^^^i^a amm two years after the work

/• ,V C/

of translation hadToegun, Regardless of v;hen the actual translation began, it is

plain that the work was done by a group of men working in concert,

Whaty^their method of working ? Although both Ross and MacIntyre have left us
' ' Idz-teh

a record of the way in which they /[carried out their task, v/e have no exact information

on the way in which the initial translation was undertaken, An^^nientions of methods

of translation refer to later re-translations
,

^In late 1880, IfecIntyre in writing to

\TV
the Board says that the first draft v/as madaA j^1878-79 that the second draft

was begun after Ross v/ent on furlough. Both v/ere made with the assistance of foiir

Koreans v/ho worked "^^m the Chinese Bible, By late 1880, MacIntyre says that he ^biad

started to go over the work again, but this time he was using the Greek Bible, By the

time he w^^e this note to Edinburgh, he had d«He/ Mati^ew and ^ts and had started

on Lvike, Tv/o men plus MacIntyre worked on this 5 to 4 hours each day, ^ the time
draft .

that the third^translation v/as underway, Kaclntyr^set a third translator to v/ork on

^Bunyon*s Pilgrim 's Progress ^which he hoped would be Vorapleted by early 1881, Every

morning from 7 to 9j MacIntyre would have the junior translator come to his study to

go over the material in Korean, and then in the evening, he would visit the senior

translator in his ovm room to go over his v/ork. Thus, the transci^ation wa.s done by the

missionaries in concert with their Korean colleagues, first from the Chinese and

latterly from the Greek Bible, In a note of late 1880, MacIntyre mentions that

' ' '
'

I!atthew had been done four times, v/h±ch-^Hi>»l-4 indicat^ the thoroughness with v/hich

'•r

the missionaries vindertook their task.
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done so that the mission v;ould be in contact with an area to which, people were •

mi^ating in lar^e numbers from other j?arts of China, On June 7» James Wylie

the baptism of a ^-^orean from the city of Ch'osan on the Yalu, Apparently both the

yo-ung man and his father, who had been thgy^^military magistrate^ at Ch'osan, were

staying v/ith Dr. Westwater in Liaoyang.

k.

On February 27 1891 » James Gale and Samuel Koffett, who were among the first
^ A

North American missionaries to Korea,, set off on a journey of exploration to the

north from the Korean capital of Seoul, Galejf was a Canadian and at that time re-

presented the V^onto TJniver*sityX
,
while Moffett wa^^vKh the Northern Iresby-

y
terian Church, By March 24, they had reached Uiju, from which many of Ross Nearly

converts had come^and stayed there til( April 5» mid-month, they had reached

Houkden ,^v;here they spent four days v/ith Ross, Ross must have briefed them on his

recent experiences v/ith the Koreans in the Kanggye region, and told them to investi-

gate the situation for themselves. After leaving Kovikden, they went through T'unghua

to the Corean Valleys, From there, they v/ent to Chasong/ and Huch'ang, passed through

\/

Changjin on the coast, and arrived in V/onsan on Nay 9* Ross v/as concerned that

there shoid be a missionary in that region of Korea and Manchuria^and imdoubtedly

hoped that if the young missionaries saw the situation for themselves they or one

of their colleagues would be sent there.

Throughout July 0^1891, Ross made several , In the summer,

the Irish and Scottish missions ^ acting in concert ^formed a single presbytery, which

was a major step in the organization of the local church. It was no longer to be

considered as a mission, butjan organized Christian body to be known as the

Kuant-ung Presbytery, The prebytery’s boundaries were the three provinces of

traditional Manchuria during the Ch'ing i^;^/nasty, an en^:^^us area including everything

east of the Kreat Wall to the Korean border and south of the Amur River, In August,

Ross wote a description of his exp/Sriences lA^ith the convert Ch'oe who had come

from Kanggye to seek baptism from him, Senarately, he sent a letter to the Board

requesting funds to ena.ble ^h'oe to act as their argent in that area of Korea, llie

f'jr •



Ross* report for 1886 speaks of continued adhesions to Christianity and increatsed

numbers of baptisms. These were largely due to the efforts ofAnative preachers,

for he sa3TS that of the 600 bersons who sfS6v<^been baptised since he came to Manchuria^
'

icaeme 'only a dozen

’A
to make a nrofession of faith as a direct result of his preaching

i«and instruction,! This confirmed one of Ross^ most ianportcmt ideas^ that the ch\irch

would move forwaxd only through the efforts of the Chinese converts. As far back as

1882, Ross had come into conflict v;ith the home Board over his insistence on the

appointment ^?£^large numbers of 'native^ agents ' , The Board in Edinburgh v.-anted to

^ass approval on the appoint^r^t of every agent^while Ross felt that the p^ple on

the spot,^ the missionaries, v/ere the most capable of dealing effectively with that

V"
problem. In 1886, Ross reprted emphatically to the Board,

"Those missions which have at work native agents of faith and intelligence

succeed; thosVwhich do not possess such agents make no progress,"

Ross also reported that he was unable to go that year to the Corean Valleys to examine

the numerous ;^eple whom he had heard were making profession''^! faith. He also

regretted that he was unable to go to Seoul that^^to visit the dozens of professed beli
V-

believers there. His colporteur^ v/orking in the Korean canital said that -es—

o

f -y^t
l\ >

these converts had not revealed themselves to the nevdy resident American missionaries^

ae^they regarded Ross as their pas tor 1 An associate of the Tae V/on-gun (|tince Regent)

of Korea^^i* passing through Koukdet^had remarked to Ross *,; Korean teacher that

the Prince Regent felt Korea might become Christian v/ithin three years. This was an

extravagant remark, but a high compliment to the s;yj^e of mission work which Ross

represented. Finally, Ross was able to renort that in late 1886 the final revision y

L
of the Korean New Testament was completed. On the basis of this translation, he

was starting to make a new translation of the New Testament in Chinese which would

be in the ordinary rather than the literary style of Chinese, Correspondence betv/een

between Ross and Edinburgh in that year would indicate that the Irish church was
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©HE Mission Field

wise, acquaintance of good men delivers from the waste of suspicion

aries of Japan and Korea, through more intimate acquaintance in recent

years, are drawing closer together. This condition has been induced,

partly, by a mutual exchange of fraternal delegates at the annual meet-

welcomed as delegate from Japan, Dr. George M. Rowland the spirit

and tenor of whose message evinced that he was a fraternal visitor not

alone in name but in deed and in truth. The initial article of the

present issue is the first half of Dr. Rowland's address and indicates

the points concerning which Korean missionaries have been able to

instruct and hearten their brethren in Japan, while the latter half, which
will appear next month, indicates the problems for the solution of

which the brethren of' Japan, because of more protracted experience,

may be able to assist their Korean brethren.

Another evidence of ripening friendship between these bodies is

seen in the fact that last year they co-operated in producing the annual

missionary year book hitherto called “ The Christian Movement in

Japan,” but which now bears the more comprehensive title “ The Chris-

tian Movement in the Japanese Empire,” in which the missionary enter-

prises and methods of that realm are treated by experts in a compre-
hensive manner.

That this coming together of the missionaries into yet vitaler relations

may be facilitated and accelerated we suggest that the missionaries of

Korea, who have not done so already, make themselves a Chri.stmas

present by subscribing for the Japan Evangelist and that the brethren of

Japan reciprocate by treating themselves to The Korea Mission Field.

We wish to state that The Japan Evangelist is not only a bright and
stimulating missionary periodical well worthy of a welcome to our homes,
but that especially now, when the three years Evangelistic Movement in

Japan is on, of which it fully treats, none of us can afford to forego its

inspiration calculated to make us “ helpers together in prayer ” for the

furtherance of that great enterprise.

VOL. XI. NOVEMBER, 1915. No. II.

EDITORIAL PAGES.

Acquaintance and Salvation are synonimous words,

—

“ This is life eternal that they might know Thee the only
true God and Jesus Christ Whom Thou hast sent.” Like-

ing of the Federated Missions of Japan and of the Federal Council of

the Missions of Korea. Last September the Federal Council of Korea
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The Church Militant, War Against War.

V.
World Citizenship.

Upon John Wesley’s memorial tablet in Westminster Abbey is

inscribed his startling assertion “ The World is My Parish.” These are

the wonderful words of a wonderful man ! That our world indeed moves
rapidly forward is attested by the fact that world citizenship is the only

sort that enables anyone to live adequately at the present time. Genuine,

up to-date manhood can be attested to-day only as one is able to say
” Though I am a citizen of England or, though I am a citizen of the

United States, nevertheless, I am more truly and more vitally a citizen

of the world.” If to anyone this test seems* ideal and therefore

impossible, we remind such that from its beginning this has been the

real meaning, in terms political, of Christianity. This is attested by the

teaching of the Master, ” Our Father which art in heaven,” Miss Jane

Addams is a conspicuous example of world citizenship. Though a

woman, without a husband and without the franchise she, on the ninth of^

April last, in Carnegie Hall, New York, she was acclaimed by three thou-

sand of her fellow countrymen, “ Miss Addams, First World Citizen !

”

“ An armed peace’” fostered instead of preventing a world war which

broke upon us over a year ago. Any effort to arrest that catastrophe does

not seem to have been seriously entertained by men, unless we except

the unavailing efforts of the Pope, The Protestant Church was too

dismembered to think of attempting it. The Socialists, awakening to

consciousness, were astonished to discover themselves to be more patriotic

than Socialistic, while the Labor Unions of the world counted less than

the small dust in the balance. The most that men could attempt was to

devise methods for procedure at the conclusion of the war, which shall

foster international conservation and rehabilitation.

We have heard very much of “ The man behind the gun ” but too

little of the woman behind the man. The solidarity of womanhood was

demonstrated last Spring when the women of Europe, including those of

the beligerent nations and those in the United States emerged on the

stormy surface of affairs and through prominent representatives rendez-

voused at the Hague to concert measures for the cessation of the

wholesale slaughter of their husbands, sons, brothers and lovers. This

conference of elect women, including a group from the United States,

of which Miss Addams figured most prominently, held a three days

conference at the Hague during which they not only formulated resolu-

tions looking toward the substitution of negotiations for war processes

but, before disbanding, appointed two committees to carry those deliver-

ances to all the Chancellories of Europe and to the President of the

United States of America. The committee deputed to visit the more

northern nations consisted of four women, one from the Allies, one from

Germany and two from neutral countries while the other committee

CQiisisted of Miss Addams and a comrade from another neutral nation.

These two women visited nine of the European governments including
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those at London, Berlin and Vienna, interviewing in each the Chancellor

and the Minister of foreign affairs, who welcomed them with the serious-

ness and the consideration befitting queens. Colonel Roosevelt might

belittle and ridicule this women’s effort but none of the representatives

of the nations visited did this. To one of the prime ministers of Europe
Miss Addams said, “ It probably seems to you very foolish to have

women going about Europe in this way,” and he replied :
“ Foolish ?

Not at all. These are the first sensible words that have been uttered in

this room for ten months. That door opens, from time to time, and

people come in and say ‘ Mr. Minister, we must have more men, we
must have more amunition, we must have more money. We cannot go
on with this war without more of something else,’ ” and he continued :

“ At last that door opens and two people walk in and say, ‘ Mr. Minister,

could not negotiations be begun.’
”

In her address in Carnegie Hall Miss Addams sought to present

some of the impressioits made upon her committee during its tour.

First. One everywhere heard the same identical phrases uttered

descriptive of the causes of the war, indicating that each of the warring

nations is fighting in self-defense ; to preserve the traditions and ideals

which are dearer to them than life, from those who would injure or

destroy them.

Second. In practically all the foreign offices we visited and especi-

ally two of them that I supposed to be leading, one on one side and one

on the other side of this conflict, the men said, again in very similar phrases,

that a nation at war cannot make negotiations, or even express a will-

ingness to receive negotiations without t’ne enemy construing the same
as a sign of weakness which would discount our interests in the terms of

the final settlement,— but if neutral nations, who command the respect of

foreign offices, would repeatedly and persistently present propositions,

there is none of the warring nations but would be glad to receive such

service.

Third. While all in each warring nation are united in prosecuting

the war, at the same time, all are anxious to have it cease; still, in

every nation there are two lines of approach to the goal of peace. The
military party believes that the matter can be settled only on a military

basis, by fighting it out to the bitter end. The other party believes in

negotiation and that to trust all to military procedure will more and
more intrench the military and imperil all safeguards of civil life and
civil government, which may become impossible of reinstatement after

the war shall be over, even for the side where the victory shall have
been . won. The present military rule with its censorship of the press

makes it impossible for the people to know how their neighbors are

thinking, and difficult to co-operate, because the military has full swing.

This general or widespread feeling and belief gave pertinent force to the

visiting women’s question, " Why not begin negotiations now?
Fourth. That this is an old man’s war is a belief very generally

prevalent. That somewhere in the high places of the State and of the

Church, elderly and middle aged people had established themselves and
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had persuaded themselves that this is a righteous war, while the young
men, who are doing the fighting and the dying, did not want the war
because they did not believe in it. While Miss Ad dams does not claim
to substantiate this but gives it as an impression, nevertheless she affirms

that though not the universal belief she heard it everywhere and she

presents a few details. In Switzerland she met a young German who
had been .shot through the lungs and had been sent to Switzerland to be
cured and who expected soon to return to the trenches and to die there.

He declared that during his three and a half months service in the

trenches he had never once shot his gun in such a way as could possibly

hit another man. He declared that the same was true of his brother

who was an officer (whose name and rank he gave) and of dozens and
dozens of young men whom he knew. Miss Addams stated that a

nurse, at the head of a hospital in a German city, gave her a list of the

names of five young men who had been cured in her liospital who
committed suicide, not from fear of death but because they feared, if

they returned to the trenches, they might be put in a position where they

would have to kill somebody else. Similar stories were told them in

France, and in all the countries there is a surprising number of young
men and of older men who will not do any fatal shooting because they

believe it is not right, and that no-one has a right to command them to

do it. Miss Addams speaks of the universities of England as being

depleted of young men and in order to be perfectly, fair, on this point,

quotes from the letter of a Cambridge student who had gone to the

war, said letter having been published in the Cambridge Magazine at

Cambridge University, to wit, “ The greatest trial that this war has

brought, is that it has released the old men.from all restraining influences,

and has let them loose upon the world. The city editors, the retired

majors, the amazons ”—women are included you see— ‘ and last but not

least, the venerable archdeacons have never been so free from restraint.

Just when the younger generation was beginning to take its share in the

affairs of the world this war has come to silence us, permanently or

temporarily as the case may be. Meanwhile the old men are having field

days of their own. In our name and for our sakes, as they imagine,

they are doing their very utmost, it would seem, to perpetuate by their

appeals to hate, to intolerance and revenge, those very follies which have

produced the present conflict.” In this connection Miss Addams stated,

” One of the leading men of Europe, whose name you would instantly

recognize if I felt at liberty to give it, said, ‘ If this war could have

been postponed ten years,^—I will make it safe and say twenty years,

war would hav'e been impossible in Europe because of the tremendous

revolt against it in the schools and universities.’
”

We are reviewing Miss Jane Addams’ address in a very cursory

way, in the hope that our readers, who have not done so, will procure

and read it in toto, but before closing we will name the procedure which

she suggests as best calculated to end the war on the basis of negotia-

tions. We quote Miss Addams verbatim in what follows :

“ If men could be brought together who had international experience.
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who had had it so long and so unconsciously that they had come to

think, not in nationalistic terms but in the terms of the generation in

which they were living, whether concerning business or labor or any
other thing which has become tremendously international

;
if they could

be brought together and could be asked to put the very best mind they

had, not as they represented one country or another, but as they repre-

sented human life and human experience as it has been lived during the

last ten years in Europe, upon the question as to what has really brought
about this situation—Does Servia need a seaport ? Is that what is the

matter with Servia? I wont mention any other warring countries be-

cause I might get into difficulties, but is this thing or that thing needed ?

What is it from the human standpoint, from the social standpoint ? Is it

necessary to feed the people of Europe who are, as you know, so

underfed in all the southern portions of Europe. Is it necessary to feed

them to get the wheat out of Russia ? In Heaven’s name then, let us

have more harbors in order to get the wheat out of Russia. Let us not

consider it from the point of view of the claims of Russia or the counter

claims of someone else, but let us consider it from the point of view of
the needs of Europe— I believe if men with that temper, and that ex-

perience and that sort of understanding of life were to begin to make
propositions to the various governments, which would not placate the

claims of one government and set them over against the claims of another

government, but would look at the situation from a humane standpoint,

I am quite sure, I say from the knowledge of dozens of men in all of

the countries who talk about the situation, that that sort of negotiation

would be received. That does not seem an impossible thing, does it ?
”

ADDRESS OF DR. GEORGE M. ROWLAND OF
SAPPORO, JAPAN.

Fraternal Delegate from the Federated Missions of Japan
TO the Federal Council of Missions in Korea, in the Central

Presb\'terian Church, Seoul, Korea, Septe.mber ist, 1915.

Brethren and Sisters of the Federal Council of Missions in Korea :

—

I deem it a very great privilege to be welcomed among you here
in this your annual conference, to share in your fellowship, and to

become a little better acquainted with some of your problems and
methods.

I deem it also a privilege and honor to be the bearer of the greet-

ings of our Conference of Federated Missions in Japan to your honorable
body. We greet you affectionately in the Lord. We greet you cordial-

ly as fellow workers in His vineyard. We want to fraternize with you
and become close friends with you. We want to meet together, to talk

together, to pray together with ever-increasing intimacy.
And if one may judge from the cordial e.xpressions of some of my
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colleagues, we from the Japan side are more and more feeling the

intimacy and helpfulness of the individual personal relations. You
brethren here are reputed to be “ a warm-hearted, cordial company of

people.” And I have personal evidence already that you fully deserve

the reputation.

I want to begin what I have to say by giving a few personal mes-
sages and by assuring you, brethren, that if there is any way in which
we of Japan can serve you over here, it will be our greatest pleasure to

do so.

For example, one brother, of our Aoyama Gakuin, who is one of

the prime movers in the plans for the Christian University in Tokyo,
wrote me a few days ago, as a part of his message to you. “ Emphasize
the fact that the Christian University we are planning is for the whole
Empire and we want to make it a truly helpful institution for Korea too.”

The Union Christian College for Women, which is perhaps nearer its

realization than the University, will be another institution of the same
sort,/o7‘ the whole Empire, I am sure its doors will stand wide open for

your promising girls who are wanting a college education.

Let us serve you .in these institutions, brethren, and at the same
time may we not hope to have help fro'm you in perfecting them ? Give

us, perhaps, of your best for our faculties.

We have also a new Christian Literature Society that really makes
me wonder how we have done evangeli.stic work, hitherto, without it.

Dr. S. H. Wainwright is an adept at producing, and getting others to

produce, timely Christian Literature. And Dr. E. N. Walne knows how
to make that literature work when it comes from the press. Those two
men are serving the rest of us, especially those of us who are engaged in

Evangelistic work, most effectively. And they would be delighted to

serve you too, at least as far as you can use the Japanese language for

evangelistic purposes. And if you can point out other ways in which

we can serve your cause, we wish you to feel free to command us.

And now, besides the advantages of our mutual followship, surely

greatly promoted by this interchange of fraternal delegates to our re-

spective Annual Meeting, and over and above any service we may
possibly render you through our Literature Society, our College and

University or in any other way, are there not points in which we can

learn from one another ?

We are learning from you. First, practical comity
;
co-operation by

division of territory. It was a surprise to me, four years ago, to see how
completely your larger missions have divided up territorially your pre-

eminent responsibility. And I was glad to get from one of the brethren

a hand-made map—he had it prepared purposely for me—showing these

geographical divisions. I had never seen the like of it in any mission

field. Now, that green map in the “ Christian Movement in Japan ” for

1914 tells the story to all Japan, and more or less widely to the whole

world. Your plan is bound to save a great deal of overlapping and waste.

And the way you preserve those geographical boundaries by the transfer

of membership from one communion to another where a communicant
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moves from one territory to another, is certainly altogether admirable.

This is a great accomplishment—a real contribution to the science of

missions.

Such a plan I fear could not be worked in toto in Japan. But we
have learned from your experience. And in our own way we are

actually preventing overlapping and waste as never before—we foreign

missions at least. And I think the independent Japanese churches are

being somewhat influenced in the same direction.

Self-support. The forwardness of your churches in Korea in the

matter of self-support is known throughout the whole world. And it is

an object lesson to missionaries not only in Japan but as well to those

in all foreign mission fields. I think it has been an encouragement and
stimulus to us in Japan though we ourselves have long been working on
the same lines, as witness, e g., the fact that the Body, with which
I am most closely associated, has more than seventy self-supporting

churches which in turn themselves contribute the funds necessary to

carry on rnissonary work in help of a 'dozen important centers ; or to take

a more local illustration, the Sapporo church, of which I am a member,
being 20 years old and having a membership of 300 of whom only 200
are resident members, built a new church edifice two years ago at a cost

with site of 13,000.00 yen. This was done without appealing for aid

to any outside source ;
and the edifice was dedicated free of debt in

November, 1913- Its annual budget is 1,700.00 yen and its annual

contribution to the Kumi-ai Body for missionary and administrative

purposes together is lyo.co ye?i. For such results in self-help we are

grateful
;
your good example in Korea .may have helped us, at least

indirectly, in attaining unto it.

Bid/e Study. Grounding in Bible knowledge is a point where you
easily excel us, to our great regret. Your classes for Bible study where
large numbers gather together and continue in study and in prayer for a

week or two and then go out to evangelize their fellows is a form of effort

which it has not been given us largely to enjoy. Perhaps the fault has

been ours. Perhaps we have not taught aright. But it may be due in

part to the fact that the Japanese read many things. The lay members
read their Bibles ; but they read even more, papers and magazines and
books about Christianity. The new philosopher, the new theologian, the

new religionist has his day in Japan and for a time his name is heard on
the lips of every layman who has not sufficient culture to thoroughly

understand what he reads. Tolstoi had his day. Then came Bergson
and Eucken. And now we hear Tagore in the remotest country districts.

I myself have tried the plan of a daily Bible study for a week or more
with a congregation but I nev'er met with great enthusiasm oh the part of

the people. The (Japanese) pastor of the church of which I am a mem-
ber has some four or five classes a week for Bible study—he appreciates

the need of grounding in the Scriptures—but I suppose the average

attendance at his classes, out of a resident church membership of 200,

would lack a good bit of being ten persons. Your success, brethren, in

this line is away beyond us. We cannot attain unto it. At least we
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have not yet attained unto it. But we joy with you. We appreciate
that this Bible work is fundamental. And \ve press on as best we can.

(Concluded in ne.xl issue-)

THE FEDERAL COUNCIL.

The Annual meeting of the Federal Council of Missions in Korea
met in the Central Presbyterian Church, Seoul, Wednesday, September
first

; and continued in session through Friday of the same week.
Officers L. B. Tate of the Southern Presbyterian Mission, Chairman

;
W.

G. Cram of the Southern Methodist Mission, Secretary.

It was a strong body. All the Missions were fully represented.

This has not always been true in the past. Then a special cause for

gratitude was the substantial unity that characterized all the discussions

and conclusions reached. <

Dr. George M. Rowland of the Federated Missions in Japan was
present and gave a splendid address. He named among the things Japan
has learned and is learning from Korea the following. First of all fidelity

to the word of God. They have had some sad shipwrecks by those

who began with what is misnamed liberal views and ended with an un-

inspired Bible and a Saviour robbed of His deity. Then too, in the

matter of self-support for the Church. The speaker intimated that

Korea may learn from Japan in the matter of feelf-control. He quoted
an early Missionary as saying that Japan learned more by breaking

away from foreign control than she ever could h^ve learned in any other

way. He outlined the Evangelistic Campaign' that will run thro three

years, saying it will cost 50,000,000 Of this amount 2$,000 yen
will be given from America and 12,500 ye?i each, by the Missionaries

and native Japanese.

The Council after full discussion decided to begin a Union Chris-

tian paper, for all Korea. The funds for starting it (4,000 will be
loaned from the Hymn Book fund. The Tract Society will manage the

paper—thus insuring thorough business methods. Both the Methodists

and Presbyterians felt that their denominational papers had not been

accorded such a measure of success as to warrant continuing them.

This new paper will be the only one (theological papers excepted) that

will be published by the co-operating Missions. The new paper will

appear January first. With the strong Committee in charge of it and its

opportunity to fill a much felt want it should soon become a power for

good in Korea, thus furnishing an additional evidence of the unity

that marks Korean Missions.

The new Government Regulations on religious Propaganda were a

matter for serious consideration. A committee from the Council waited on

the Director of Home Affairs from whose ofifice these regulations come.

After full discussion on all the points of real concern, the committee

reported that the Government had no intention of harassing or em-
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barrassing the missionaries in their work, but that the new regulations,

primarily, had in view those who seek to impose on the Government by
escape from payment of taxes, and also such bodies, as Mormons, whom
the Government might wish to exclude. These regulations are meant
to give such power. The matter ended in the Council by the committee

being instructed to put in writing the substance of the interview as

reported to the Council and submit the same to the Director of Home
Affairs and, after having been passed by him as correct, to send a copy
of the same to all Missionaries in Korea for their use in meeting local

officials throughout the country. It is believed that here a service of

real value has been rendered by the Council that could hardly have

been performed in any other way.

The matter that consumed most of the time and thought of the

Council was that of the Schools and the new regulations for the same.

There was no thought of minimizing the fact that the situation in regard

to our Schools in Korea is one of extreme gravity and needs to be

handled with great wisdom and patience. After a very full and free

interchange of thot upon this matter a vote was taken expressive of the

mind of a large majority of the delegates present, in view of the fullest

light obtainable up to that moment, which expression the Secretary of

the body was directed to forward, as matter of information, to the Edu-
cational Senate of Korea, into whose hands the whole matter was
committed for further and fuller action as clearer light and later occasion

might seem to render desirable. The Council was unanimous in its

grateful recognition of Government favors in the past and in a cordial

desire to co-operate with the Government for a happy solution of all the

political problems it is seeking to solve and was exceedingly hopeful,

especially in view of the light shed upon the Religious Propaganda
situation by a single conference, through its representatives, with the

Director of Home Affairs, that by friendly conference, insuring better

mutual acquaintance, points of difference in educational matters would be
happily adjusted.

A matter of importance was reported to the Council from the Unit-

ed States Consulate General, The communication indicated that it was
charged that in Korea missionaries were writing to friends in Shanghai

invoking their assistance in securing passports for Korean Students

who were trying to reach America. The letter pointed out that such
action was a violation of Japanese law and asked that be it discontinued.

A resolution was adopted in accord with the request.

Chas. H. Pkait.
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MEETING OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

IN KOREA.
General Assembly met under the auspices of the Southern Presby-

terians in Chunju Sept. 4-8 this year. It proceeded to do a memorable
thing at the very first meeting in the election of a Korean moderator,
the first since the Assembly was organized. Rev. Kim Pil Soo of

Kunsan held the office very creditably, with occasional assistance from
Dr. Moffett who served as vice-moderator. Mr. Pieters was re-elected

treasurer, and Judge Ham Tai Yung, of Seoul was elected Secretary.

A person used to the work of one of the older Assemblies in another

country might be able to. pick flaws in what was done at this meeting,

but there is no question that the Korean Assembly is a place of activity

and accomplishment. This year there were seven regular, five special

and four temporary committees to report ; and time was at such a

premium that ft was even suggested that no one be allowed to serve

on more than one committee. The Assembly, too, is developing the

tendency, shown by some Mission meetings, to allow no decision of its

committees to go uncontested on the floor. At times the Moderator,

who had assumed office with a great deal of diffidence, had trouble in

keeping the meeting in order according to parliamentary law. He
and others will rejoice to see the translation of Roberts’ Rules of Order
come from the press. No one felt that the meeting had been conducted
in a thoroughly satisfactory way

; but there was no question that a

notable step in development had taken place. There was a new feeling

of independence in discussion, more responsibility shown in the disposal

of the Church’s funds and a dignity in holding for what was felt to be

the rightful place of the Church in the nation’s life.

Two very regretable matters came to light. The former treasurer

of the Board of Missions and the manager of the Christian News had
been found guilty of defalcations to the amount of several thousand

A few men on committees know this, but the news was not the pos-

session of the body as a whole until it w’as presented on the floor. A
redeeming feature was that both these men had confessed before being

suspected, and while one had nothing with which to make restitution,

the other had done everything in his power to keep the church from

suffering when he found that his plan to restore the money had gone

astray. The Board of Missions has, as a result, some 2,^00 tied up

in land which in this time of financial difficulty could not ea.sily be con-

verted into cash. There is enough money on hand, however, to keep

the established work in operation. When the Assembly heard of these

defalcations it was first stunned and then roused to a greater feeling of

responsibility.

The Korean Church is coming to realize more about the life and

work of a missionary as it hears from its own representatives who have

gone to places where life is harder, even, than here. The Assembly
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heard from three of its home missionaries,—one who works in the Island

of Quelpart, one in North Kando and one in West Kando (the districts

just north of Korea), and from one of its foreign missionaries to the

Chinese in Shantung. Hardships beyond measure they have had to

endure. They have had to live the life of the people to whom they

have gone, not having the advantage of the foreign missionary to this

land whose home, at least, is separate. They are standing up for the

principles which have been instilled into them, and the churches which

they establish promise to have the right Orientation from the very

beginning. The missionary to Shantung is to spend a week in each of

the Presbyteries before returning to his field of labor.

The Korean members of the Assembly know that their work is not

perfect, yet membership in such a body has given them new vision, and
they are expecting the Church in this land to take its place in the life

of the world.
Wm. C. Kerr.

THE NORTHERN PRESBYTERIAN ANNUAL
MEETING.

The 31st Annual Meeting of the Korea Mission of the Presbyterian

Church in the U.S.A. was held in Pyeng Yang, Sept. i2th-22nd, 1915.

It was a splendid meeting with inspiration and aggressive work done.

It would be hard to find a gathering anywhere in which more vital

interests center. Itinerators and translators
; doctors and teachers ;

nurses and home-keepers ; new missionaries, all awonder at what is

so new and hesitant as they await the Mission’s plans for their life work
now actually begun, and old stand patters who carry hand-bags full

of data and rush from Committee to Committee as though the whole
Mission depended on their wisdom for guidance

;
the metropolitan brother

rushing in on a midnight train with one small hand-bag and his cane

and the brother from the Kangkei Mountains, who has come for days
gliding down one of the world’s beautiful riverways with an outfit of

boats and servants and babies and baggage enough to stagger a timid

soul
; these all gathered for ten days of business struggle, social refresh-

ment and spiritual uplift. Pyeng Yang is an ideal place for such a

gathering and many a sacred memory will remain of the happy days
spent together in that great mission center.

The visit of Dr. Robert E. Speer gave special importance to this

meeting. The morning Communion service with the baptism of the

children prepared all hearts for Dr. Speer’s powerful address (of the

first Sundry) on “ Knowing Christ.” P"or four days every opportunity

possible was nfiade to have Dr. Speer give more of his messages. No
one who was there can lightly forget how near he carried us into the

very presence of the risen Lord. With Dr. Speer came several friends

and co-workers who also added to the meetings with their addresses

and music.
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Two fraternal delegates were conspicuous guests of the Meeting.
Dr, A. K. Reischauer of the Japan Presbyterian mission and Dr. G. M.
Rowland, the Japan Council’s delegate to the Korea Federal Council
were both valuable councilors. The new Governmental Regulations
concerning Education and Religion and concerning the Propagation of
Religions were a matter of great concern to all and these two friends

were able to explain the situation and advise the Mission in invaluable

ways. The Mission took action approving the Resolutions passed in

the Federal Council concerning these new regulations and also action

to prevent mistakes by individuals in connection with these new laws.

Medical work had its innings at this meeting in several ways. Dr.
Bovaird, medical adviser of the Presbyterian Board in N.Y., showed
in impressive words the unique value of the Severance Hospital and
Medical College to all our mission work. The work done there, sets

the standard in the eyes of non-Christian scientists and officials for our
whole propaganda. It was a delight to hear how the Rockefeller Insti-

tute Commissioners had praised the work of Dr. Mills in his original

investigations. Dr. Bovaird’s address was a capital introduction to the

big plans Dr. Avison unburdened himself of before the Mission. It

does one good to see the large vision and boundless confidence of

success that carry Dr, Avison on victoriously where others would
halt. The Mission adopted with applause his plans for inter-denomi-

national union in medical work and for establishing wholesale departments

and for developing larger home support through an American Cornmit-

tee.

Some Annual Meetings seem to be little more that a struggle over

finances. Divisions of grants and estimates and percentages and deficits

and balances and appropriations and audits and struggles over the new
requests

;
these are all necessities of the task and wearisome enough,

at times. But what should be our joy this time but to have our real

head Treasurer with us to flatter us with his approval of our financial

methods and best of all to walk right out in front of every body and
throw a beautiful bouquet at the feet of Mr. John F. Genso by saying

that he was going home to see if he could find like men for all the

other Missions under the Presbyterian Board. Such words are reward

enough to cheer on our Treasurer and make the poor wrestlers with

figures who inhabit the Fiscal Committee rooms bend to their midnight

task and add up the long columns of Estimates once again to make it

doubly sure. Half a million yen pass through the Treasurer’s hands

annually and it is high praise to the Fiscal, Committee’s laws that they

guide all this money properly and divide it justly between. all the needy

departments of a large Mission.

The Union College question was up for consideration again and

the Mission voted to ask the home Board to arrange for the carrying

on of its part in the College independently of the Mission. Objection

to participation in the institution was based upon the inability to exercise

proper field control of the school and disapproval of the standards

proposed for the school in the Constitution. The other schools of the
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Mission seem to be doing good work but the financial demands, incident

to employing Japanese teachers, caused quite a struggle to adjust moneys
so as to meet this new set of bills. Educational work is becoming
necessarily expensive. If the present increase in the cost of schools

continues, new means for carring them on will be required. During
the educational discussions the Mission came to new realization of the

unique and influential position held by Dr. Adams as Secretary of the

Educational Senate. His knowledge of educational affairs is of inestim-

able value to the Mission.

The hard problem of the Annual Meeting centered in the Apportion-

ment Committee. Changing of the homes and lives of fellow missionaries

by the votes of a Mission is always a matter freighted with great concern

and this, coupled up with the great needs of the various sections of the

country for re inforcements of workers, adds weight to the Apportion-

ment Committee’s burden. The Mission’s work grows more and more
complicated each year and though the Korean Pastors now carry a

large part of the work formerly done by Missionaries, still, new tasks

develop with the growth of the 'Church. Bible Institutes are growing
up in all the stations and the teaching of these Bible schools is becom-
ing a large problem. The struggle to get exchange help in various

kinds of work between the various stations grew intense near the close of

the Meeting. " Especially did it become apparent at this meeting that the

force of Evangelistic and Educational Women workers of our mission

is insufficienfto bear up under the heavy burden of the growing task.

A special Committee was appointed to make an emergency appeal to the

home Boarjd and Church for relief by sending out more workers.

The Mission took exception to the action of the Federal Council’s

action in settling aside part of the Hymn Book Fund for the publication

of the new News Paper without first obtaining the approval of the

Missions that contributed the money. But while disapproving of the

method of procedure the Mission voted its consent for the Council to

employ the Fund for the purpose planned, so the Mission’s criticism need
not interfere with the starting of the paper. The Mission was very
reluctant to have to accept the resignation of Dr. Wells and forward it

to the Board. Dr. Wells was voted an associate member of the Mission

by a rising vote. Dr. Baird also resigned from his position in the

Pyeng Yang College. He was granted special leave to go to Mrs.
Baird who is in America.

Other factors of the Meeting were the Women’s Meeting, the ex-

hibits of the industrial departments of the schools, the social gatherings

and musical programs. The ten days were full of toil and joy and after

the farewells were said all turned homeward with new strength for the

tasks of the year to come.
Herbert E. Reair.
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REV. JOHN ROSS, D.D., OF MANCHURIA.
Pioneer Translator of the New Testament into Korean.

The Rev. John Ross, D.D., of Manchuria, died in Edinburgh,
Scotland, on August 7th, after a brief illness. He retired about five

years ago from active mission work in Manchuria and went to live in

Edinburgh, where he continued his literary work and at the time of his

death was engaged in translating some old Manchu books.

He arrived in China in the year 1872 and soon after suffered the

loss of his wife. He, like Hudson Taylor, was very desirous to work in

the interior and where no other missionary had laboured and so removed
with his infant son to Moukden. He was soon visited by crowds of

people who wished to see the “ foreign devil ” who had come to live

among them. Fortunately Dr. Ross could endure any amount of personal

insult and inconvenience, believing as he did that patience will always win

out. Among others who visited him were Korean traders and as most
of them could speak some Chinese, Dr. Ross learned from them a good
deal about what was then the “ Hermit Kingdom ” and becoming deeply

interested in the people and their language, with the help of a Korean,
compiled a Korean-English primer and soon translated some leaflets on
Christianity. Later, with the hope of interesting the home Church in the

Koreans, he wrote in English a book to which he gave the title, “ Korea,

it history, manners and customs.”

In 1875, with Rev. J. Mclntrye, his colleague and brother-in-law, he
began the translation of St. Luke’s gospel into Korean, which he soon

completed and which he hoped that either his own Board or the National

Bible Society of Scotland would print but which they were unable to do.

In 1880 he approached the Rev. Dr. Wright, the Editorial Secretary

of the British and Foreign Bible Society, with the object of securing

financial help for the publication of the books of the New Testament he

had translated. Dr. Wright in his warm, impulsiv'e Irish way accepted

the manuscripts of the depressed Scotch missionary and after making
what investigations he could as to their value, the Society he represented

refunded to Dr. Ross the initial outlay connected with the translation and

made it possible for him to proceed with the work of printing.

Dr. Ross had to have the characters for moulds for the casting of the

type cut from his own designs and then he had to cast the type and set

up the book. As he had no practical knowledge of printing and could

secure no assistant who had had any experience with moveable type, his

task was by no means easy. He, however, was not a man that could be

discouraged by technical difficulties and he kept at the work and in 1881

the gospels of St. Luke, and St. John, the first gospels to be printed in

Korean, came from the press. This was followed by Acts in 1883 and

in 1887 the whole New Testament was published.

With the publication of the Scriptures arose the problem of their

circulation. At this time Christianity in Korea was a proscribed religion

and anyone propagating it, did so at the risk of his life. However, some
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Christians were found who were willing to incur this risk. One, at least,

made the trip to the capital before the arrival from America of the

missionaries under appointment to Korea. Some of the unbound books
were tied up in bundles, as used up official papers were, and carried into

Korea by traders from Moukden and of this Dr. Ross wrote to the British

and Foreign Bible Society, which bore the expense of this pioneer work :

“ This work is at present not altogether free from risk and instances

of blessing are not wanting.”

Ross’s translation of God’s Word, admittedly not perfect and bearing

many signs of Chinese idiom, was read and understood sufficiently to lead

many thousands, if not to become converted, to be well versed in the

general principles of Christianity and northern Korea was more or less

permeated with Christian ideas and the soil not a little prepared for the

harvest that has since been reaped.

In the years 1897-8 the Rev. J. N. Graham, of the Scotch Presby-

terian Mission, the Rev. F. H. Sprent, of the Society for the Propagation

of the Gospel, and the writer, who had Korea assigned to him as a part

of his field of labour by the British and Foreign Bible Society, made a

tour of the valleys west along the Yalu from Kangkei. We found, after

a tour of several weeks, that we had a list of names of over 600 heads of

families who professed to be Christians and who had put away all outward
traces of idolatry and longed for baptism. Some had been waiting for

seven or eight years for admission to the Christian church and offered to

pay for teachers if they could be sent to them.

In the death of Dr. Ross, although a missionary to the Chinese, the

Koreans have lost a loyal friend and one who laboured hard and journey-

ed long and often in those early days that they might have the Word

BIBLE CLASSES.
The first thing in the discussion of our subject is to get a clear

idea of what a Bible Class and its important features are. We have a

very good description of what was in many w'ays an ideal Bible Class

in the book' of Nehemiah, chapter 8, vss. 1-3, 8-9, 15 and 18. If

you read the account you will find that
” And all the people gathered themselves as one man unto the

broad place that was before the water gate
;
and they spake

unto P2zra the scribe to bring the book of the I^w of Moses
which Jehovah had commanded to Israel. And Ezra the

scribe brought the Law before the assembly, both men and
women, and all that could hear with understanding, upon the

first day of the seventh month. And he read therein before

the broad place that was before the water gate from early

morning until mid-day, in the presence of the men and women,
and of those that could understand ;

and the ears of all the

people were attentive unto the Book of the Law.. ....And they
read in the book, in the law of God, distinctly ; and they
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gave the sense, so that they understood the reading. And
Neheniiah who was the governor, and Ezra the priest the
scribe, and the Levites that taught the people said unto all the
people, ‘ This day is holy unto Jehovah your God ; mourn not
nor weep.’ For all the people wept when they heard the words
of the Law Also, day by day, from the first day until the
last day, he read in the Book of the Law of God.”

There were at least four features about that class which we should try

to keep in mind in all Bible class study.

First. They all turned from their usual occupations to spend day
after day in constant attention to the matter before them. Whether
men, women and children shall all study at the same time or different

times, yet every member of the church should have these periods of
study.

Second. The thing with which they were occupied was the Word
of God. So, it our classes it is God’s Word that should be studied.

Great caution should be u.sed in introducing other subjects, however
good and necessary they may be in themselves. Lectures on evangelistic

work, care of children, hygiene, pedagogy, etc. are all subjects that the

Koreans need to study, but if introduced at all as distinct subjects

in Bible classes apart from Scripture study it should be done very
sparingly. It is doubtful whether much of the instruction given by the

foreigner at such times on those subjects ever accomplishes very much.
It is almost impossible for us to put ourselves in the place of The
common run of Korean men and women, with their past history, here-

dity, habits of thought, their outlook upon life, their resources mental

and otherwise, their habits of life, their surroundings, etc. and meet their

present need. Let us not allow anything to crowd out God’s Word in

these popular classes.f Rather let us introduce them to God through

His Word, and Christ by His Spirit, will guide them and teach them
according to their present need.

Third. In that class held so long ago, they read in the Book
distinctly, and they gave the sense, so that they understood the reading.

That is, they expounded what the Book said. So, in our classes, the

supreme teaching is that which simply makes clear just what the Bible

teaches. That kind of teaching produces positive results, and at the

same time builds up a bulwark against error.' Christian Science, Millenial

Dawnism, the so-called New Theology and other modern vagaries

cannot thrive in an atmosphere where the rank and file of the church

are grounded in the teachings of the Word.
Fourth. When God’s Word was taught then, it was intended to,

and did produce results. The people wept when they heard the words
of the Law, and they immediately set to work to bring their conduct

into line with the requirements of the Law. All our classes should have

an immediate and practical aim. Not merely to pass a pleasant week in

an otherwise dull season of the year, but to bring men face to face with

God, to in.spire faith, deepen consecration, inspire love, brighten the

Lope and correct the habits and life.
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I shall be very sorry if the “ Poo-hoong-wheis ” (revival meetings)

shall ever take the place of our Bible classes. A Korean pastor remark-

ed to me once with deep conviction, “ The ‘ sai-kyeng-whei ’ (Bible class)

is the life of the church. It brings revival to us every winter.”

If we accept the above as the true description of what a Bible Class

should be it will help us in deciding some of the details of it.

I would like at this point to call the attention of any who may not

have seen it, to the thoughtful article on “ Classes ” in the February
number of the Korea Mission Field.

Classes may be divided for the purpose of discussion into three

kinds, local, district and general
; and each kind must in some ways be

treated differently.

Let us notice first, the General Class, which is held for a large

section, usually at the Mission Station.

What are some of its problems and how may they be met? One
problem that we have had to meet has been that of a constantly chang-
ing personnel. Attendance on the part of many is not constant each
year. Another problem is the large number of men that it is necessary

to have in a division. The number is apt to be so large that it is im-
possible to do good teaching, especially in subjects upon which men
wish to ask many questions. Another problem is that so many men are

late, one, two or three days
;
and then again about the sixth day of an

eight or nine day cla.ss they begin to go home. Another problem is

that of assigning the men to the proper grade. They come from various

districts and many of them are strangers to the committee having the

work in charge.

In view of these problems I offer the following suggestions. First,

the inspirational idea should have a large place in this class. See that

the subjects taught, meet a present need or condition. Aim to have an
evangelistic campaign work out as the result of the class. Or, if there

are conditions of special difficulty common to the field, such as those

that the people are passing through at the present time, those parts of the

Bible especially appropriate to such conditions may well be studied.

Or, if the spiritual level has declined, make this class a means of present-

ing truths suited to bring about a revival.

Second. Each year’s course should be fairly complete in itself. I

doubt the advisability of trying to follow a hard and fast course of study
in this class, but if it is done, each year should be measurably in-

dependent of other years.

Third. More of the lecture method should be used in teaching.

Not much questioning should be allowed. It
_
is too apt to take up

the time of many men with something in which only a few are in-

terested.

Fourth. Missionaries should keep their hands on this class as long

as possible. There should be enough of them at least to work out the

plans. There are few things in class work more difficult than planning

and carrying out this class so as to make it what it should be. In our
station this class is now in charge of Presbytery, and at the present time
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there is but one foreigner on the committee. I do not think it is the

best thing for the class.

Fifth. The committee on the assignment of the men to their grade
as they come in. We have a large committee composed of men from
all the districts. Some one or more on the committee are likely to be
acquainted with most of the men who come in. If any one has a better

plan I wish they would explain it.

Finally, some of the above suggestions may be modified in the

higher classes where the attendance is more constant.

Let us notice, in the second place. The Local Class, that is, the class

held in each church, large or small, once or twice a year. All our
churches hold such a class at least once a year, of a week each, and
most of the churches hold a second class in the summer during the

rainy season, but this second class is apt to be somewhat uncertain.

As for the teachers, the helper takes the lead in churches without

a pastor. In the larger groups, by an exchange with the helpers in other

circuits, he gets assistance from outside. He is also assisted by the

best of the local men
;

elders, deacons and leaders. For teaching in

these local classes I also have a list of the best men, not helpers, available

for teaching in other churches in my circuit. This class is in charge

of the helper and session— if there is a session, but if not, then of

the helper and leaders. The missionary should counsel with the local

church officers as to plans for the class. My helpers also send me a

report of the classes they hold, the course of study, teachers, attendance

and items of interest.

Have any of you been in the habit of giving special instruction for

training these Bible class teachers, and if so, how ? Most of my helpers

being from the Seminary I have not felt the need for this so much as for

some other things.

As for the course of study it is second in importance only to the

teaching force. Its importance has been emphasized to me the past

months and I hope to give more attention to it in the future. It should

be adapted to the age experience of the church, to their previous know-
ledge and ability to grasp spiritual truth. Study the particular church

and its needs.

Shall a course of study covering a number of years be formed for

the local class ? In many cases this can wisely be done, but those in

charge should hold themselves free to depart from it to meet a special

need that may arise.

I strongly deprecate an attempt to establish a uniform course of

study for a whole district, though many churches in a district may be

studying the same course to advantage. The tendency to-day is of

course to reduce everything to uniformity. Where there is no sacrifice

of life and usefulness uniformity may be good, not otherwise. Our
Presbytery referred the matter of a uniform course of study for local

classes to the Class Committee of Presbytery. The Committee met and

discussed the subject. I did not express my opinion till the Koreans

had formed theirs. The deeper we got into the subject the greater the
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difficulty appeared, and while some of the members originally favored

it, the Committee finally unanimously decided to report against it, and
in favor of leaving the matter in the hands of the authorities of the local

church.

The course of study for a local church should have a “ natural

progression (K.M.F.) giving the student a fairly rounded out idea of the

Bible as a whole.”

The third kind of class is the District Class. This comes between

the general class and the local class, and is the class held in a mission-

ary’s district, or there may be two in the district. In my own field this

is more important than the general as it is more generally attended by
my people, being more accessible for a larger number of people. To
a considerable extent it partakes of the nature of the general class and
is governed by some of the same rules.

In arranging the schedule for this class all the helpers work over

it together first with the co-pastor or pastors. Then I go over it with

them.

We have no course covering a number of years, as yet, but think

we shall frame such a course, making each year’s work fairly independ-

ent of the others, yet with a natural progression.

Charles E. Shakv.

A YEAR WITH THE LEPERS IN KWANGJU.
It is just a little'over a year, now, since Dr. Wilson left for America

on his furlough, leaving me in charge of the men’s leper hospital in

Kwangju. I know very little about the disease for I am no doctor,

but there are a few outstanding features which even a layman cannot fail

to observe. A man without a sign of an eyebrow, face bloated, fingers

bent at right angles and with sores insensible even to a probe
;
such a

man is in all probability a leper. The disease seems to attack the limbs

first, which literally rot away. The worst cases would seem to be
enough to melt the hardest heart

;
but leprosy is so common here and

the people so powerless to help in their extreme poverty, that their

hearts are generally untouched by the pleas of the lepers.

To show their condition let. me give an example. Kim lived in his

one-roomed house with his wife and two children. Life at best was a

bare existence, his occupation being that of a farmer. He works just

one acre and the rent on that was one half the crop besides his having
to pay the land tax. Only about half the year could he get his three

bowls of rice per day, and the rest of the time he lived on weeds, or
barley in season, or sometimes went without. When he married he went
into debt and when his father died he added to this the debt caused by
the funeral expenses. The debt did not amount to more than a few
dollars, but it bore interest at 30^, so that with an occasional day’s work
at fifteen cents and with small farming resourses it was hard for him
even fd pay the interest. Although his case was not extreme it was bad
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enough as far as physical comforts go. Then, too, all those things which
we Christians esteem the highest things in life, knowledge of God, love

for a Savior, hope of life eternal, forgiveness of sin and an inner spiritual

life of peace, all these were entirely absent from his experience.

Added to all these things Kim became a victim of the dreaded
disease. At first he did not know what it was, but month by month its

symptoms showed plainer and plainer. His strength failed, little by
little and he borrowed more money and bought native medicine which,

of course, did him no good. For a year or two he managed to get

along some way and then calamities followed thick and fast. The owner
of the farm knew of his disease and refused to allow him to rent the

place as before ;
the creditors seized his house, the wife and children

went back to her mother and soon the news came that she had another

husband. His relatives would have liked to help him, but they, too,

lived in those little one or two roomed houses. Kim’s hands became bent

and unmovable, so the poor leper, without work, without friends, without

hope and without God took the only course left, that of a beggar for

the few remaining months of his life. Filthy, ragged, foul smelling,

despised, wretched, hungry, kicked and cuffed about, sleeping in ditches

and out of the way places, covered with sores and contracting other

diseases which so abound in the filth of the Orient, what more fitting

object can we find on earth to suggest the woes of hell.

But Kim finds his way to the leper hospital where, fortunately, he

is taken in. He gets his first bath for < months; his sores are washed
and bandaged, his top-knot is cut off and his short hair is freed from lice,

new clothes without vermin are supplied and a big- bowl pf rice with a

warm clean room complete the wonderful change. Care and cleanliness

heal the sores, filth diseases vanish and so he has a new hold on life.

But the most w'onderful change of all is yet to come. From the day he

entered, the other inmates told him of Jesus, of God, of eternal life

and of a heaven where there would be no more pain. He was told to

learn to read as soon as he was able. He said he could not learn as

it was too hard and he was very stupid. But the manager was insistant

that he should try and another inmate of the hospital was assigned to

teach him. So he made the attempt and in a few weeks was reading

well enough to stand his examination and was given a New Testament.

By attending prayer in the chapel every morning and the Bible classes

in the evening, he learned the corrimand merits, read the story of Jesus

in Mark, which in time had its wonderful effect, and Kim knew Jesus

in his heart.

This story of Kim is more or less duplicated by many other

inmates of the hospital. Some did not reach the stage of beggarhood.

some had well-to-do relatives, -some still owned their homes, some were

not quite as far gone with the disease, but others had to be carried to

the hospital, others came but to die, others also, have shown wonderful

progress in Bible Study.

I wish some of you could see the maps that certain lepers drew

from memory holding the chalk between the second joints of their
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bent up fingers. Three have recited the shorter catechism. But when
it comes to Bible Study we have some shining lights, for some of our
best Bible students in the field are in the Leper Hospital.

It was also my privilige to baptise twenty-eight in the men’s

hospital this year. This ceremony with the announcement of a large

number of new catechumens, celebrations of the Lord’s Supper and

awarding Bibles for recitation of catechism, was a great source of joy to

me, and thanks to God, a fitting close to a most successful year in His

service.

This is only an account of the men but there is also a Hospital for

the women, of which I must tell you another time.

J. V. N’. Talmage,

(Superintendent, pro-tem.)

OF SUCH IS THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN.
“ Will that keep him from having marks on his face, Pueen ? ” she

asked in her soft, low voice, looking with pride on her little boy’s clear

healthy skin. It was a young widow who spoke, who one day in the

early spring when the fear of grievous sicknesses comes, had asked :

“ Pueen, can our doctor vaccinate people so that small-pox won’t enter

them?” “Why, yes!” was the reply. “And Yohann hasn’t been

vaccinated yet, either, so let us arrange with the doctor to vaccinate them
together.”

So she came, carrying on her back a little boy of three so like his

mother that even had they been seen apart it would hardly have been

necessary to ask :
“ Is he your son ?

”

Korean babies are, alas, too often puny and small and diseased, but

his mother might well be proud of the firm rounded limbs and clear

healthy colouring of sturdy little Suktaikie. Though Yohann—little

John Watson—is usually supposed to be much older than he really is by
the Koreans, no one would have doubted for an instant that he was much
the younger of the two little boys who sat with bared arms in the

doctor’s surgery that day.

And then there were always mutual enquiries, until without any
trouble both sore arms were well again ; but by and bye when the hot

summer days came little Suktaikie fell ill, and the little mother, carrying

him up to see the doctor, looked so anxious as she said :
“ Pueen, you

have the Moksa as well as Yohann, but this is all I have.” We com-
forted her as well as we could, and glad we were when the little fellow,

through his mother’s care, was quite himself again.

So we grew to love the gentle little mother, and greeted her always
with, “ How is Suktaikie ? ” watching the warm glow of her eyes as her

quiet, sweet voice replied.

Gentle she is ; but Suktaikie’s mother is a battler too. Now we are

rarely disappointed when we look for her face in the church ;
but it is

only nine or ten months since Miss Moore asked :
“ Do you know the

young widow with the pale clear complexion who comes sometimes to
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church? She works in the net factory.” And till then we had rarely

seen her. She had come to the church at times two or three years

before, but her husband had not been pleased and the grip was not

strong, and she had just dropped away. But a few days later she came
to the mission house for a sight-see, and in conversation with her, watch-

ing the sweet attractive face, and listening to the clear soft voice, we
loved her, and gathering from her words something of what life must
mean to her, at once we respected and admired her too.

Widowed at twenty-two, with the fair clear complexion that Koreans
admire, and attractive in bearing, the path she might have chosen is a

gayer, less strenuous one, and one not dishonourable in Korean eyes ;

but Suktaikie’s mother chose, and chose naturally, the stern rough way
of toil, and became a worker in a fishing-net factory, breadwinner not

merely for herself and her little son, but for her aged parents—mothering,

if would seem to us, not merely her little son, but her fragile old father

and her mother as well.

She had begun to come to church again, and in spite of difficulty

in the home and amongst her companions attended frequently. Then
she began to come to class each Sunday afternoon, to study and prepare

for baptism. The first time she came someone asked that we begin by
singing Luther’s Cradle Hymn, which we did, the little widow following

the words in her book. When we had finished singing she asked, “ Did
Jesus really come to earth like that, Pueen? ” and her soft brown eyes

looked, so eager and interested that we left the lesson prepared for the

day, and class and teacher joined in telling the simple Gospel story.

Yet before this she had called herself a Jesus-believer. She had come
to church, and the winsomene.ss of Jesus, revealed, perhaps, in the rela-

ting of some incident of His life, had won her love
;
but this was the first

time she had listened to the beautiful story as a whole, and the delight

of telling it to one so interested was a deep joy to each of the rest of the

class. It was as if we heard the story afresh. The fine eyes glowed and

the sweet face showed every shade of expression as she listened, revealing

the mother-heart thoughtful of her only little child as she heard of the

Father sending His Only Son and of the coming of the Christ Child to

earth. Such as she, surely, gentle and pure in heart, was the mother who
nursed the little Babe in Bethlehem- revealing pain in His sufferings, joy

in His joy, intense sorrowful interest in His crucifixion and in the cause, .

and joy and relief in His resurrection and ascension, and in His future

coming again.

Thus our interest in the young mother grew, and we watched

eagerly for the sweet face each Sunday. Sometimes, at first, we missed

her, and afterwards she would explain in her simple way that she is paid

by the amount of work she does, and so it is hard, on account of the

people dependent on her, to leave work on Sunday. But gradually,

without, I think, being told directly she must, but gathering it from her

study, she has come to be more and more regularly in her place Sunday

by Sunday, and often at her side there sits the little boy with the face so

like her own.
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Meanwhile, she studied with wonderful interest and zeal, and so a

short time ago was examined for the catechumenate, her answers reveal-

ing a surprising insight, and much appreciation of all she had learnt in a

few short months. Frequently answers are given by rote ;
hers show

real thoughtfulness and real understanding. She is one of those whom
the very winsomeness of Christ has won. Questioned as to her reason

for wishing to go to Heaven, she replied, “That I may see Jesus.”

In the IMaster’s garden there are flowers of every kind that bloom,

strong, fragrant roses, half-hidden violets, bright peonies and. sun-flowers,

and honest simple daisies, and Suktaikie’s mother is a pure white lily.

One is struck always by her loving greeting, her sympathy for

others, her anxiety if there is the slightest sickness amongst the mission-

aries, and by her gentle aloofness past which scorn and criticism and

persecution flow unnoticed.

Such is Suktaikie’s mother, a woman every inch, a mother good and

true, a battler, the breadwinner for her home, and withal pure and sweet

like those wha “ shall see God,” and with a faith like the faith of those

of whom Christ said :
“ Of such is the Kingdom of Heaven.”

Mrs. R. D. Watson..

LIGHTS AND SHADOWS
OF AN ITINERATOR IN KOREA. .

I want to tell you about some of the bright spots I have found in

traveling among the Korean villages, but will try to keep the shadows
for home consumption. On course such a story may be a little mislead-

ing, but we cannot help that, for we are told that is the kind of story

Americans like and will read.

At Tongyung I was surprised to see a bell hung in a tree some
distance from the church. Later I learned that it was the church bell

and that the tree w'as the abode of the spirits formerly worshiped by the

villagers. Is this a fulfilment of the promise “The gates of hell shall

not prevail against it ?
”

The Korean Christians by diligence in busine.ss and Sabbath obser-

vance are giving their testimony. Where the people used to say that

they could not be Christians because they were too poor 'to keep

Sunday, the Christians are known to live as well or better than their

neighbors and have become models of industry to them. Among the

first believers at this same place was a small merchant named Paik, who
for years had a hard time to keep the wolf from the door. While
rival merchants, seven days in the week misleading buyers as to first

cost of goods and their quality, made a good living, Mr. Paik, refusing

the sell goods on Sunday and to deceive his customers, made poor

sales. For five years or more his struggle against poverty was pathetic

but his conduct never changed. In course of time he came to be
known as one whose word might be depended upon. Now he sells goods
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where his rivals cannot and is in comfortable circumstances, thus illustrat-

ing that “ godliness is profitable unto all things, having promise of the life

that now is and of that which is to come.”
While doing some pastoral work in one of the neighboring villages

I was led to the house of a family lately identified with the Christians

and was told that they had become worshipers of the true God in this

way. They were moving into a house lately bought of a Christian when
the former owner said to them “ This is not a spirit worshiping house
but a God worshiping house. I have worshiped God three years in

this house and have prospered. I hope you will do the same.” The
family replied that they would not worship devils in that house but
w'ould worship the true God. They have since been regular attendants

at church services.

At Hamyul, Mrs. Whang, a young heathen woman, heard the

gospel from a woman neighbor and began to attend the church with

her. Her husband opposed her being a Christian and forbade her attend-

ing church. For not obeying, she was abused and beaten repeatedly.

When her husband threatened to cut her hair she meekly replied that

she would then go to church with Her hair shorn. Despairing of changf

ing her mind he sent her back to her parents. Afterwards, repenting o-

his folly, he induced her to come back to him but with the understand-

ing that she might go to church all she wanted. Knowing not how to

read and not having any one to help her in the home and little help

outside, she has poor opportunity to learn, but she is a regular attendant

at the services and is a hopeful applicant for baptism.

Han Meng Po w^as a member of the church at Hamyul and- his

wife was a catechumen. He joined the rebels, was arrested and for

three years his people did not hear from him. His mother-in-law

returning from the Capital said that she had seen him frozen to death

in prison and urged her daughter to marry again for support.

The daughter, reduced to begging, with two children dependent

upon her, married a believing widower. One year later her first husband
appeared and claimed her as his wife. She went to him though he was
no longer a believer. When she became seriously sick he prepared to

sacrifice to the spirits. She protested and urged him to pray to God.
He asked if God would hear such a sinner as he. She told him that

God would hear him if he would repent of his sins and determine, by
the grace of God, to live right. He knelt down and prayed as best he

could. From that time she began to improve and was restored to

health. They are now earnest Christians.

A personal bright spot is the appreciation of the people. In their

prayers, and" to us personally, they often express their gratitude for

what has been done for them, while their zeal in communicating their

blessings shows that their professions are real. They deserve the best

we can give them.
W. B. Harrison.
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THINGS KOREAN.
I. KOREAN COrriNS.

We are holding a class here. As I teach the Gospel of life, I sit on

the floor of the guest house with tny back against two shiny black

coffins, piled one on the other. I felt tempted to sit on top but that

might not have been polite. I am not sure of Korean etiquette concern-

ing sitting on your host’s coffins.

These coffins are evidences of the filial piety of our host, who,

according to Korean custom, prepared them, one for his aged mother and

the other for his more aged “ great mother ” i.e. his father’s oldest

brother’s widow. The old ladies shift their gaze from the polished boxes

to their dutiful son with proud and happy eyes.

Pray for them that they may listen well to the preacher as he tells

them of the Way of Life_ and tries to prepare them for the inevitable,

which these coffins so plainly indicate.

The dutiful son in Chosen thinks this a pleasant way of showing his

filial piety. We may not think it cheerful but as long as his parents are

so pleased and satisfied it must be all right. It is another evidence of the

common sense of the Far East about some things concerning which we
have lost our common sense.

As soon as the parents reach the age of sixty years, the son lays

away—often in a conspicious place—the caskets that shall contain their

earthly remains. It sometimes makes one feel slightly melancholy

—

perhaps nervous—to be entertained for the night in a room that contains

these tokens. One night many years ago we were so located. The
coffin was resting on two rafters that extended along the end wall of the

room—such as are found in all country houses and are so useful for

holding the household clothing and pumpkins and for bumping your
head. The ends of these rafters extended thro the wall and projected

a foot or two under the eaves on the courtyard side.

Shortly after we blew out the light and lay down—just as we were

dropping off—out of the coffins began to come forth sounds such as

ghost stories say dead men make when they think of their post sins and
toss uneasily in their coffins.

My Korean companion stood it as long as he could and then we lit

the lamp and got up to investigate. Lifting the lid we found nothing

but dust inside. Still the noises came forth as soon as we let it down
and stood silently listening. Finally, the Korean burst into a laugh,

opened the door into the courtyard and investigated the ends of the

rafters. He was right. The family chickens were roosting on those

ends, and every time they scratched the rafters the coffin, acting as a

sounding board, repeated the vibration and threw it back and forth within

its cavity.

However, this discovery did not cure the insomnia of the chickens
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nor the consequent insomnia of the travelers, till the sun rose, and the
crowing of roosters, the stamping and neighing of horses, the squealing

of pigs, the quacking of ducks, the crying of babies, the barking of dogs
and other noises human and in-human poured in from the courtyard,

drowned the noises of the chickens turning over on the rafters and lulled

us to a morning nap—until the flies woke up.
F. S. Miller.

II. A blVBbY CORPSE.

Ten years ago there died in Seoul a celebrated policeman who w'as

popularly called “ The Hawk ” because his marvellous power of sight

equalled that of the bird. Many are the stories that are told of his

constabulary skill, but perhaps the most startling is the following :

One night as he was on his rounds in a part of the city in which
many rich gentlemen lived, he heard a curious commotion in one of the

houses. It was not the lamentation for the dead which breaks upon the

stillness of the night when a husband or child passes away
;
nor was it

the screaming of the inudong as she tries by her incantations to frighten

away the spirit of disease. It was a quite unfamiliar sort of disturbance

and “ The Hawk ” paused at the gate to learn what it might mean.

Presently there was a murmur of excited voices and a great shuffling of

feet inside the gate. It was opened and out came a crowd of men and
women servants pale and distraught, each seeming to be seeking safety

in fight. The policeman drew one of them aside.

“What is the trouble here?” The man tried to wrench himself

away, looking over his shoulder as if fearing that a ghost were after him,
•—but “ The Hawk ” held him fast.

‘‘ Trouble ! why trouble enough I the master died yesterday and we
had him all clothed in burial garb ready for the funeral, but to night he

suddenly rose from his coffin and now he stands there in the middle of

the- room staring straight ahead and not saying a word.

We have done nothing wrong, that he should come back to life,

—

no one has let a cat into the room that he should stir from the .sleep of

death, and yet there the grusome thing stands, and whether it be man
or spirit I dare not guess. For heaven’s sake, let me get away from the

place !

”

“ Very curious,” m.used the officer, and drawing his club he entered

the court yard. The house was completely deserted. “ The Hawk ”

glanced sharply around and then entered the room where the dead should

be. “ The dimg was still standing there in the middle of the room
gazing upward into space, wrapped in its cerements. It took all the nerve

the policeman could muster to approach it, but he did so and now the

two stand facing each other, the living and the dead. “ The Hawk ”

aimed a blow with his stick and struck the corpse in the face. It never

moved. A thrill of genuine fear went through the limbs of the officer,

for it is no safe thing to be playing tricks with a real corpse, as he well

kne\v ;
he struck again, and this time the secret was out, for the supposed

dead man, instead of falling over like a log, crumpled down at the
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knees and lay all huddled up on the floor. The officer whipped out his

cord, tied him neck and heels and then demanded in a stern voice,

—

“ What have you done with the corpse, and where are your accom-

plices?”
“ Under the floor,” whimpered the thief, “ aud the other fellows are

hidden in the iarak." The policeman turned back the mat and saw a

loose stone slab beneath which lay the genuine corpse. The gang had

entered and played a trick upon the people to frighten them all away,|

after which they intended to loot the place.
Korea Review.

CHILDREN’S CORNER.
Learning to Pray.

Some months ago we were talking about Korean children beginning to

go to school, to a school where they could learn about things they wanted

to know. But there are some Korean schools, where they learn how to

say their prayers. You would certainly think their mothers could teach

them that much, wouldn’t you ? But up on a beautiful high mountain in

southern Korea is one of these schools. There is a big crowd of little boys,

and the teachers are all priests of Buddha, that is preachers or ministers of

a heathen god, who really isn’t anything at all, but just a “ pretend ” god
people have made up, like you make up a dragon in a fairy tale. The
school room is a temple of Buddha, like a church built for the heathen

god, and instead of a blackboard and desks and chalk and things such

as are in any school room you ever saw, there is only a whole lot of

idols. Some of these are images of Buddha, great big wooden figures,

large as a grown man and ugly as an old rag doll, the kind of things

that I should think would make the little boys scared when they lie

down to sleep in the dark and remember what is standing in the corner.

But those great dolls are not all ; there are four big brass tigers, too, in

that curious school, plenty large enough to use for hobby-horses. If the

teacher should just go out at recess, wouldn’t a room like that make a

grand jungle, where you could play tiger-hunt with bamboo bows and
arrows ? But do you know what those little Korean boys do with those

big wooden dolls and brass tigers? This is the strangest thing of all,

—

thy say their prayers to them ! I told you that in this school they were

taught to say their prayers, and these are the things they pray to. And
their teachers, the priests, pray to the idols too, and teach the boys very

carefully, hour after hour, so that when they grow up they can be

priests themselves.

Long, long ago on another mountain. Mount Carmel, there were
some heathen priests praying to another old, made up heathen god that

they called “ Baal.” It is a splendid story, so if you do not know it,

get some one to read it to you out of the Bible. All day long those

priests prayed and called and cried out loud :
“ O Baal, hear us.”
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And what happened ? What would you think would happen ? The
Bible says :

“ There was no voice, nor any that answered.” How
could an old idol made out of wood or stone or brass answer ? How
could a pretend god that you had made up in your mind, answer ?

And then when you think of the strong, true God, your Father in

Heaven, loving to have you pray to Him, wanting to help you in every

way, always listening to you,— better even than mother, who is sometimes

I

busy or talking when you try to ask her something, does it not make
you ashamed to think how little you often care about your prayers ?

God has been so good to all of us who know about Him. Even
if you never thought of it before, you can thank Flim right now and
always after this that you have the true, real God to pray to, and that

He listens and answers. And best of all you can ask Him to let the

little heathen children soon learn about the true God and true prayers.

Mrs. L. H. Daniel.
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NOTES AND PERSONALS.
A son was recently born to Rev. and Mrs. Wm. Scott, of Wonsan.

A daughter, Anna Barbara, was born to Mr. and Mrs. John F. Genso, in Seoul,

September 23rd, 1915.

Miss E. Pash who, about a year and a half ago, accompanied Miss Perry (who

has since become Mrs. Newberry) to England, returned to Seoul the i8th of Septem-

ber.

Miss L. G. Peart, a niece of Mrs. Newberry, who was left in charge of The
British Evangelistic Mission when her aunt departed for England, for more than

a month has lain dangerously ill of typhoid fever in the home of Mr. and Mrs.

Thomas Hobbs in Seoul. We are very happy to state that about the 23rd of

September, Miss Peart began to mend and since then has been steadily improving.

Rev. E. J. O. Fraser (Sept. 28th) was lying dangerously ill of typhoid fever

at Wonsan
;

let us bear him up in our prayers.

REINFORCEMENTS.

A new missionary, Miss Gray has recently arrived for the reinforcement of

the Methodist Episcopal Mission, South,—she will be assigned during the Annual

Meeting of that mission now holding at Songdo. The Northern Methodist Mission

also has welcomed a new worker. Miss Marie E. Church who will teach at Ewha
Haktang.

Chunju Station would like to introduce to the Readers of The Field Dr. and

Mrs. Robertson whom we have lately welcomed to our community. They are get-

ting down to the study of the language and ai-e adapting themselves to their new

surroundings with commendable ease.

During the past week the Christians of Chunju have enjoyed a rare treat.

The General Assembly met in the West Gate Church with an attendance of about

60 Korean Pastors and as many Elders and 53 Foreign Pastors. The ladies of the

Station thoroughly enjoyed having the opportunity of meeting old friends and

making new ones.

.
FURLOUGHS.

Miss Mary Hillman of Chemulpo has returned to her station after a three

year’s absence in America spent in caring for her mother, and Miss Lulu Miller, of

the same station, has returned from furlough in Germany where an operation was
performed on her arm which had been rendered useless by an accident while

itinerating. She has regained the use of it tho it is not quite as good as new.
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Arrivals—Rev. Corwin Taylor and family to Kongju,—and Dr. Norton and

family to Haiju.

Departures—Mrs. A. H. Sharp, accompanied by Miss M. Beiler has gone.

Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Curreli, left for Australia on Oct. loth. Dr. Cutler of Pyeng

Yang, left in Sept.

Transfers—Rev. J. F. L. Macrae of Australian Mission has been changed fi'om

Kuchang to Masampo, and Rev. A. G. Welbon and family from Andong to Pyeng

Yang, the latter arrangement to become fully operative after their furlough, which

will occur in about a year.

On the ev'ening of September i6th a reception was held for Dr. Robert E.

Speer (who was “making an afternoon call in Korea ”) in the Central Presbyterian

Churen of Seoul, during which the distinguished visitor addressed a large

gathering of his friends.

During the afternoon of September 17th the corner stone of the Arthur T.

Pierson Memorial Building was fittingly laid in Seoul. Dr. Robert E. Speer spoke.

At three o’clock p.m. on September 24th dedicatory services of the beautiful

building of The Union Methodist Theological Seminary were conducted within

the structure, in Seoul. Addresses were delivered by Bishop Hoss of the Southern

Methodist Church and by Bishop Harris of the Northern Methodist Church.

On Wednesday evening Sepi. 22nd an interesting and valuable steriopticon

lecture was given by Dr. T. H. P. Sailer of Philadelphia, who had been a member
of the “ Speer Party ’’ during its sojourn in the Phillipine Islands, recently, upon

the subject of the development of education in those Islands by the United States

Government. The lecture was delivered in the large auditorium of the Seoul

Y.M.C.A.
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THE KOREAN RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY
endeavours to serve the SUNDAY SCHOOL CAUSE by publishing an excellent

series of

SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Reward Cards I3 cards, all different, in one packet.

New Testament incidents per packet -03^
Reward Cards 52 cards, all different, in one packet,

being a series of pictures illustrating Korean life. Verses of Scripture

on each per packet .06

S.S. Member's Certificate for presentation to

Scholar on attaining full membership in Sunday School. In colors.

Size 7 by 5^ inches each .01

Merit Certificate for presentation in exchange for a
certain number of Reward Cards, or for Scripture examinations, etc.

In colors. 7 by 354 inches • each .01/^

Secretary’s Record A card ruled for one quarter,

providing spaces for the various statistics concerning the Sunday
School each .02

Class Register A card ruled in such a way a's to

pr sent the attendance of 20 scholars for a quarter, with other parti-

culars each .01

Teacher’s Roll-book A book of ten pages
with strong cover, providing for one year’s attendances and all parti-

culars of 20 scholars to be recorded each .03

Cradle Roll Certificate A handsome card in

colors, 10 by 7J4 in. for presentation to parent when child’s name is

placed on Cradle Roll each .025^
Cradle Roll Birthday Cards for presentation to each

child on Roll on its birthday each .0lJ4
Cradle Roll Invitation A stout card bearing

art invi.ation to parents to have their Baby’s name enrolled. The
other side is a blank for particulars of child to be filled in by parent

per 100 .70
Baby Welcome Card For presentation to parents on birth

of child, reminding them of privilege of baptism. In five colors. ..each .01^^
Scholar’s Record A blank for providing for all per-

sonal particulars of Scholar ; name, age, address, birthday, father,
etc ... ... per lOO -40

Teacher’s Report A weekly blank dealing with
attendants and absentees each Sunday, and the action taken by the
teacher regarding the latter per 100 .60

Little Fish y For presentation to each
scholar who succeeds in bringing a New Scholar with him. A
valuable aid in stirring up endeavor per 100 25

Birthday Fish A beautiful “teumie” for pre-
sentation to each scholar on the Sunday following his birthday. Adds
greatly to the Sunday School order of service. In colors each .02

New-Comer’s Cards .Specially designed for
the New Scholars. Contains spaces for the first four attendances,
after which the new scholar is enrolled per loO .40

Alphabet Cards A set of 14 cards illustrating the
different' characters of the syllabary on separate cards. Greatly
appreciated by those learning to read. Used as attendance rewards

per set .04

THE TRACT HOUSE,
GERALD BONWICK, General Secretanj. CHONG-NO, SEOXJG.
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THE SEOUL GARAGE
Tel. Add.

“ GARAGE.” AND SALES CO.
Telph. No.

2183.

VULCANIZING, . RETREADING AND
'

ALL KINDS OF
„ REPAIR WORK.

Ruberoid and other products of the Standard Paint Co., N.Y.

Kahn Systems of re-inforced Concrete.

Trus. Con. Lavatories products.

Waterproofing, Dampproofing Technical Paints.

Goodrich Rubber Co.

Emil Caiman, Mfgr. Varnishes and Enamels.

WE CARRY IN STOCK 28 x 3 TYRES & TUBES.

Gars for Rent Day or INi^ht.

W. W. TAYLOR, (iO Hasefjaiva.Cho, SEOUL.

insure your Houses and Goods against loss by fire !!!

THE NEW ZEALAND INSDRANCE Co, Ltd.
AGEXSTTS FOR CHOSEN.

L. RONDON & Co., Seoul.

Travel and Tours in the Far East by Rail or Steamers, and to

the principal Capitals of Europe in TWELVE DAYS by the

GREAT TRANS-SIBERIAN
Information and tickets supplied by

L. RONDON &, Co., Seoul, Agents.

Are you going to any point in America across the Pacific? We
shall be pleased to give you any information and provide you with the

necessary tickets.

Agents for the

TOYO KISBM
L. RONDON &, Co.
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THE AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY

Korean, Mixed Script, Chinese, Japanese and English Scriptures,

and raised characters for the Blind. Scriptures in other languages

supplied on order.

We are ready to furnish Scriptures to Missionaries for sale or can

urnish money for the support of colporteurs and Bible women.

Dr. JUR. CHUSUKE KUDO,
ALL MATTERS ATTENDED TO WITH PROMPTNESS & DESPATCH.

Land and Property Investigated and
all Legal Matters xvith Relation to the Government

and Foreigners attended to.

ENGLISH SPOKEN—DIRECT TRANSACTIONS—NO INTERPRETATIONS NECESSARY.

rTAIHEI DORI, S]EiOUlL<. rFel. No. 2342.

PmQWQ&EmPMW ^

CARRY A FULL STOCK OP

SEND FOR FRICE LIST OR BETTER

Call at the BIBLE HOUSE.
Make this your headquarters while in Seoul.

Y.IVK.C.A. BUI1L.DING,
Clion^ No.

Telegraphic Address:

“ BIBLES ’• SEOUL.

BARRISTER

SOLE AGENT for

R. KONISHI & Co.

The Largest Photographic Supply Store
in the Orient.

Cameras. Lenses, Plates, Films, Papers, etc., etc.

EASTMAN, VOIQLTLANDER, ILFORD
and other well-known supplies kept in stock.

maiji Machi 2 Chome, Seoul Tel. 2220.

V
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Graduated of Penn, Dental College.

Dental Work of Every Description.

OFFICE HOURS: 9 A.M. to 4 P.M.

Hon' Machi, Sanehome,— SEOUL, KOREA.
CHARGES MODERATE.

SOEUL BRANCH

:

HONlWrACHI 2 CMOIVIE, S3EOXJE.

(CHIN KOKAI.)

GROCERS & GENERAL MERCHANTS.

TELEPHONE Transfer Account (Furikae Chokin)

Nos. 212 and 1722. Keijo No. 44.

Orders from the interior will be attended to promptly, special

attention being paid to packing and safe delivery.

THE DAI-ICHI GINKO, LIB
(FORMERLY THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF JAPAN.)

ESTABLISHED 1873.

CAPITAL, Subscribed ...

,, Paid Up
RESERVE FUND
DEPOSITS

... Yen 21,500,000

... . „ 13,437,500

„ 9,250,000

„ 87,000,000

HEAD OFFICE: TOKYO.

SEOUL BRANCH : HONMACH! 2-CHOME.
Tel. Nos. 11, 611 & 2317.
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Kwangju, Chosen.

Dear Bro. Deal:

—

I bought some cloth from you about a year ago when I stopped

in to see your work. It was class A. No. i. and I would like to

order more. Can you send me sample ?

Yours very truly,

Nanking, China.

Dear Deal :

—

We appreciate the kind of goods you turn out very much-
The shirts I have had made of your goods are the best I ever wore.

They last longest and keep their color best.

Sincerely yours,

P. L. G.

(Note.—We do not have permission to publish the names of these

customers, therefore cannot do so.)

ORDER YOUR GOODS FROM THE ANQLO=KOREAN SCHOOL.

Address: C. H. DEAL*,
SONGDO, KOREA.

ENGLISH SCRIPTURES
IN GREAT VARIETY & BINDINGS.

American Standard Revised Bibles (Nelson’s) from ¥i.oo to

¥22.00.
American Standard Revised New Testaments from 30 sen to ¥3.85.
English Bibles (King James version) from 85 sen to ¥8.00.
English New Testaments (King James version) from 30 sen to

¥4.00.
English Bibles (Revised version) from ¥1.50 to ¥10.00.
Weymouth’s “New Testament in Modern Speech” ¥1.30 and

¥4.00. Pocket Edition, ¥1.00 and ¥1.50.
Scofield’s “Reference Bible” ¥8.00 and ¥11.00.
Illustrated New Testament (King James version) 65 sen.

Book of Common Prayer (English Church) 65 sen, ¥1.10 and

¥1.35*

THE KOREAN RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY,
GERALD BONWICK, CHONG-NO, SEOUX«.

Manager.
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THE BANK OF CHOSEN.
(FORMERLY THE BANK OF KOREA)

Capital Paid up Yen 10,000,000

^CTIIXG-GOVERNOR.
R. MIZUKOSHI, Esq.

DIRECTORS.
T. MISHIMA, Esq., Y. KIMURA, Esq.

HEAD OFFICE, SEOUL.
TELEPHONE Nos. 331, 332, 1260, 1261, 1613.

BRANCHES:
KOREAN BRANCHES

\

Chemulpo, Pyongyang, Wonsan, Taiku, Fusan, Chinnampo
Kunsan, lYlokpo, IVIasan, Shinwiju, Hoilyong, Ranam.

MANCHURIAN BRANCHES

Antung, IVIukden, Dairen, Chang-chun.

HOME BRANCHES
Tokyo, Osaka.

Every description of general banking and exchange business

transacted.
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RELIABLE QUININE

TRADE
MARK WELLC©ME
OuiNiiME Sulphate
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Exceptionally pure and active. Highly esteemed

by physicians for its value in preventing and

curing malaria and other fevers. It is successful

when impure quinines fail in their purpose.

•WELLCOME’

QUININE
SULPHATE

{Luftyhkt)

1 oz. (28.35 gm.)

Burmoucms
Wellcome ACe.

LONDON

TWO FORMS ISSUED

•COMPACT” CRYSTALS, a very

convenient form, occupying only one-

third the room of the ordinary bulky

kind.

LIGHT FEATHERY CRYSTALS,
the ordinary form, but exceptionally

white and light. Supplied in bottles;

larger quantities in tins.

Obtainable at the

Principal Pharmacies
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Burroughs Wellcome & Co., London
New York Montreal Sydney
Cape Town Milan Buenos Aires

and 44 Szecbuen Road, Shanghai
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ThQ Ross Varsion Koraan Protastnntijw

Rev.Klm Yang-San

C^i'VVv

Preface

iVh»t .»S aJ.X«d "the '*“®®

tr»nsl»t9d iw the pioneers
Eun„.ch,n.Kl"i Chln-Ki.Ii Seunc-Ha,

and Rev, John MacIntyre, top
n ^ -en in Manchuria, from 1882 to 1887, at

Palk Honp-Joon and duh
Version, as the very first Hangul

Liioyang and nukden,i.anchurta,
^ fo.mdation of tne Protestant Church,

the Oospel of T^sult was printed.nnder the

In sections until, in lod?* ™ fhis book vras printed

title '•Yesu Sung-Kyo Chun-Suh C
suh-’-*>n*» (the Great Capital Bright

Hith type of the "Saog-Kyung o
vhich was probably the name

Culture Book Centex-
( ^ bookstore. «dung-Kyung-

of a printim^. place set up oy
g^^g ainor translation of the

is one name for Mukden.
Netherlands Missionary Society of

Scriptures,in
Linese ioles and. otatoes along the coast and

Holland came and distributed Cbin
p„yer (1832), but this has not been

made a Korean ° «xe-ted no such influence on the foundation

nassed down to us and, in any case, exe x,

of the Protestant Church as did the Ross
study of the Ross Version

There has been an increasing in and out of

since 1930, and there have been
lack of material or

the country,but most of these arti
_

•
. ^ oontain many errors. For example,

through careless criticism o
first translator of the Ross

“to of tho .ss

Version,in the following terms!
og •Yesu Sung-kyo, Chun-suh** was not

"The first Hangul estament, '

translation by a number of people

by .ir futer.1 t«nsUtlon( transliteration)
end further.inssnuch as it was ai^ ^ Korean
fron the Chinese Blble.greater „ '^3 ,^^3 ross ira ^slation*

S

translators; it is not correct ^ „33d as a basis, the

Howevor.no natter how nuch tie Chines
^ ^ j. j,ther.ln the translation

«vlng spirit benind the translallon was Hr Ro«

of the Chinese Bible, the ml >siona^
inoorrecUconpared it with the Creek

in places where the Chines. t«t was
,^^^0 proper,

orlglnal.so that tiia o .

. translators, Paik Honi.BJoon

The writernas af" °Vl" -^ssessir?he original Boss Version

(throBfth his mother),hasxw ^ * -__j Hotm from his maternal
text of the Gospels,which ^ over many years, on in 'Station

grandfather
“olety.has ’orenarod this paper on the history of

«. “7; ~‘r.:SS ~

Scrlptares.for the pioneers of
of this style in the

Chun/ Toomr-Taik.all
of the nloneer Ross Version to

?:;^fev:lfo:;nrrf*H:™:a :nd""the reJlval of Korean literatare has been great.
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1* Boas ai^ the Protestant Chorch In Manchuria

(^) Manchuria and the Chriatlan Church

Manchuria vias the ancient land of Old Chosun and the domain of Kogojpjru

and down to iranediately before Liberation, some 2 million migrant Koreana lived
there. Just as there was a close historical and geographical conneotion with
our nation, so in the caseof the Christian Church, Nestorian, Catholic and
Protestant, all entered our country by way of Manchuria, and the religious
connection is very close.

The history of the Christian Church in Manchuria goes back a lonh ways*
In 1928,ay Ansa«,Manchuria, 7 tile crosses were excavated, found in ^ ancient
tombs containing skeletons* The name of the Sung Emperor Chin-Joong,on two
ancient coins, indicates the date of the crosses* the coins are inscritMd
"Hok Pyung Won Po" and "Sang Poo Vfon Po"* "Hok-Pying" is fig the period
998-1003 A*D*; Sagg-Poo is 1008-1016 A,D,, The world-faiaous authority on the
Anicne t Nestorian Church in China,Dr*, Paik,in view of the graces
and crosses and the years indicated' on the coins and the form of the crosses
states that they are from the early 11th Century and are Nestorian* The cross
is of the Nestorian Church,which came into China about 635 and was found all
over China for some 200 years and then, between 845 and 874,died out and left
China proper, moving to Manchuria and Mongolia and into the estreme southwestern
part of Manchuria, as indicated by remains* Although the writer feels that
in tjie succ eding years, their entrance into Korea was a x>ut the end of "Ra"
or the beginning of "Ryu"(Koryu7), toward the end of the Jaoanese period, at
Ansan a bas-relief was discovered showing the Wise Men from the East
worshiping at the birth of Jesus* This,with the previously mentioned crosses
from ancient Ansan, is axk sign that Nestorian Chidstians were there without a

doubt* The place where the Nestoriad remains wex*e found in Manchuria is

separated from our country by only a narrow strait, so that the probability U
very groat that the Nestorians made their way here, also* In 1956fat
Poolgooksa,at Kyungju,a stone-carved Nes orian cross was found, together with
a tile (porcelain?) figure of Mary and a bronze and gold cross medallion and
cross-shaped ornaments of porcelain which are,without question Nestorian and
suggest that, by way of China, there was a steady flow of Chilstfcan culture*

We know that the history of the Catholic Church in Manshuria goes back to

the 14th Century* The famous Monte Corvino, during about 35 years spent in
Peking as a missionayy,won converts in Manchuria, But the development of the
Church in Manchuria was very slow and, for a time, did not develop to the point
of having a separate bishop. Not until I696 did it become part of the Peking
diocese; then in 1778, request was made that a bishop bo placed in Mukden,
but was denied, so that it was 1838 before Manchuria became a separate
diocese, the evam^elistic work being entrusted to the Societe des Mision
Estrangers de Paris, Thus, the principal of the......... Theological
College, Emmanuel Juim pVancois Verrolles, became the first mission bishop of
Manchuria. From this time on, the Catholic Church in Manchuria really had
its beginning and, by 1882,in the South District of Mukden, there was a

cathedral, school, theological seminary,orphanage and convent in operation.
The Manchurian and Korean Catholic Churches had a senior-junior

relationship and suffered the trials of their founding together* The first
missionary to come to our country to evangellae(1794) under the Societe de

Mision Estrangers de Pails was a Chinese priest who silent 10 months trying

to get into Korea and had the fellowship and help of the Manchurian Church

while he waited*
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thorn* Alsoyhe noted that they were able to road and understand the Chinese
Scriptures and realized that their cultural level was not at all below that
of the Chinese* He saw their interest In Christianity and returned with the
conviction that the time would come when the Korrans would receive the
Christian faith*

Wo have noted abov^tho evangelistic work of the Protestant missionaries
was involved in evangelistic journeys* The first person to settle in Manchuria
to begin resident missionary work was a Scotch Presbyterian names Bums* He
was sent by the Presbyterian Church of Scotland, in 1847, in conjuctlon with
the National Bible Society of Bfcotland and, after soenAing 20 years in Hongkong
and evangelizing in akan||xt Shanghai,Amoy, ....... .Too* Pok.iu and P©king,he moved
his center of missionary work,in Aui^ust 1867, to Oo-.jang, Manchuria* He wore
Chinese clothes and ate Chinese food and lived in a Chinese house,and devoted
himself body and soul to this work until he became weakened by fever and
died,April 1868, in the prime of life,with half his life still before him* But
his death awakened the mother Church with the result that the Presoyterian
Churches of Ireland and Scotland formed a joint plan for opening missionary
work in Manchuria*

The Presbyterian Church of Ireland, in 1869, sent Hugh Wadell and J M Hunter
to Manchuria* Hunter was a doctor* The two missionaries rebuilt the 0o».1ang

which wtiich Burns had started and opened a school and a hospital there and
were stirring up the wprk,when at Tientsin the incident of the killing of the
French ipx±mx. came up and missionary work came practically to a standstill*

In 1871 ,Waddell went on furlough and Hunter,left alone, could barely keep the

hospital work going,when the Church of Scotland sent its second toissionary

to Manchuria, the Rev John Ross*

2. The Church in Manchuria and the Pioneer* John Ross

The bast information on the missionary work of Mr Ross is probably to be
found on the memorial tablet behind the pulpit of the Tbng-Kwan Church,
outside the Bast Gate of Mukden,where it is nofw enclosed in a quonset hut
where it is difficult to examine and hard to read, oven for tuose who can read
the original, so that it was necessary to copy the original and make a
t ranslation as follows

:

•*The Englishman, Dr John Ross, is a Scotsman* Bom in 1841, ha finished
seminary and then made the long journey across the sea, coming to China to

evangelize, at the age of 31» In the pioneer period of the Church,when the
wakteland was first being cultivated, through many troubles and difficulties,
he attained to honor and laid the foundation and raised up the church in
Liaoyang,Hukden,Heung»kyung and even in far Korea and the number of believers
was great* He also founded a school for orphans and taught the children,
training up many young people* At the sanw time,he translated several Bible
commentaries and published them, and also opened a seminary and taught in it
and personally prepared some teh men to be ministers* Having passed through
great difficulties, at the age of 70, he gave up his work here and returned to

his own country, but continu^ enthusiastic evangelistic woric until God*s
time came for him, at the age of 75»in 1915tV^hen he passed away* The news of
his death c ane fram the West, upon hearing which the Christians* deepest
feeling expressed themselves in an outpouring of tears, day and night and, that
it might not be forgotten, they have had these words of praise inscrtbed
on this stone to make it known forever***

There follows a poomj
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"0 grmi good shepherd(how benevolent was thy disposition;
Faithfal vast thou to the Lord and loving to thy neighbor.
Thou didst dedicate thy body to the Truth,
Leaving thy distant country these 38 y««rs since.
In Liaoyang and Shenyang thou didst preach
And proclaimed widely the grace of salvation
So that,from all sides, they rose and followed thee.
He who surmounted each difficulty
Was the one teacher of the Kvan-^ong regions.

....Grace has reached even unto us.

We have been rescued from the borders of delusion.
Having built churches and set up schools
And widely proclaimed the Gospel,

At 70 , he retired and leaves a Acawpaompi fragrance behind him.
He has finished his work and left the world

And today he rests in the bright heavenly Land.
To God* 8 name be the praise.
He who greatly enjoys the happiness of Heaven,

Ah, he is a good sign
And to all eternity, his path remains.

All his disciples.
Unable to restrain their grief.
Carve this record on this stone.

For their feelings are deeply stirred.
His voice and figure are vividly before us

And the teaching he left is ever new;

So his disci f^les attempt to write this word.
Offering this small token of their faithfulness.**

As the tablet 8tate8,Mr Ross was bom in Scotland, in 1841, and was ordained
a minister oftk the United Presbyterian Church of Scotland. He early felt a
strong call to foreign missionary service and, in 1872,went as a missionary to

China and worked In Cheofoo, Shantung. He first thought thAt he would engage
in missionary work in Shantung,with Cheefoo and a center, but he soon found
that the Shantung area was already being cared for by American missionaries
and he felt that he should move on to another area. Thsee was the case of
Tnoaas who, some years before, had tried to get to Korea, and them was VAlllanson
who had himself visited Manchuria and the Koryu Gate and had urged the
Presbyterian Church of Ireland to undertake work in tJiis Virgin field of
**anohuria. In view of his urging, Ross decided to follow this lead and,with
an adventurous spirit, crossed the Chihli Bay(Pal-hai Bay)( ) to

Liaoyang. This was the may in which the Chuz*ch of Scotland came to begin Its
missionary work in Manchuria. Only Hunter, of the Irish Hission,was then working
here alone, maintaining his small hospital, ha made repeated trips all over
Manchuria looking for the proper place ±HXxktB from which to do misAAonary work.

He finally decided on Mukden as the place for work and went first to

Tai-P|rung-San and then,ln 1879* to Mukden and began the groat century of the
establishment of the Church in Manchuria. Very few know of his work in
Liaoyang,Mukden and West Kando(theregion parallel to the Yalu) as a l^ridge-head

for Korean Protestantism. But Investtgatirn shows that Liaoyang was the cradle
of Korean Protestantism and the p.' of tne translation of the Korean
Scriptures; that Mukden was the pi. -af^re the Korean Scriptures were first
printed;and that the Korean settle .01;ts in West Kando were where the Korean
Church first had its beginning. Liaoyang is a small harbor on the bay of
Yingkow,to the southwest of Mukden,where the British consulate and customs
office were set up,and was a strategic location.
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II Tho Evangelistic Work of John Ross at the Koryu Gate and
the Conversion of the Wlju Yoiuig Men

l. The Svanpelistic Work of John Ross at the Koiyu Gate

In the fall of l873»Mr Ross sot out for the first tine on an itinerating trip
to select a field for missionary work. The journey of about 1000 11 occupied a
full month* Leairin.; Liaoyang,he passed through Mukden and Heung-yyung and
xazskni arrived at the upper reaches of the Yalu Riverain the region of the
Ira River,and suddenly discovered the Korean settlements * When Mr Ross was in
CheefoOjhe had hoard through Williamson of the death of Thomas on the Taidong
^ver and had become interested in missionary work in ^orea* He now felt that
he had the chance of a lifetime to make the atterapt^so he beggdd the people to

furnish him a guide to cross the river and the border, but because of the national
policy of strict isolation,no one would respond* Though he asked for a boat
by which to cross secretly, no one would loan him a boat* He had to content
himself with gazing at Korea from afar and praying that the Lord would op«i
up the country soon, and then took the road back* Sitx

This Korean settlement was a mountain village in the Tungwha area when, from
long before, farming people iaatxsjittfari from the Chosan,Kangkei,Kwisung and
Wiju areas, had crossed over and settled* Mr Ross,

while there, had fortunately made friends with one Korean and gave him several
copies of the Chinese Bible before returning* This proved providential for,

some years later, several men made their way to Mukden to find Mr Ross and there
took part in the Bible translation work* Still kater, through the distribution
of the Korean Scrtptures, the first Korean congregation developed here*

Mr Boas^ first evangelistic tour was by a very difficult arid dangerous road,

for he had no map and had to ask his way as ho went along and somfctimes had

to wield a hatchet to open up a road* Thus he travelled the 1000 li road* But
ilr Ross had a joy and interest in his heart which he could not hide* This was
because of the excellent ooportunlty which he had to see realized the unfinished
work which Thomas had had to forego on the banks of the Taidong River* Although
dr Ross had not been able to :>et foot firstly on Korean soil, even the fact
of being able to meet so'ne people from Korea was a source of satisfaction and
hope to him* He began his return journey with the firm purpos^i of attending the
annual spring and fall intemationalmarket held botv/een the two countries,at
the Koryu Gate*

The Koryu Gate was a little country village just below Pong Whang Sung,
also called "Pong Whang Sung Too Ka" and also called the "ch’aik n»on"(toLl gate)*
After Shina and tk Yi Tai^ had unified the central area, along the zone between
South Manchuria and the northwestern part of Koz*ea,a long wall was set up and, to

prevent Invasion of Korea, six gates wore placed at Wlwon,Young Aik,Wang Ch*ung,
Sung Ch* ang, Liaoyang and Koryu( )and the
Korean envoys and merchants were limited in their tra^l routaj^ to the Koryu Gate,
SO' that, from that time, the Koryu Gate became the only gateway between Korea
and China* Consequantlyjunless one went by way of the Koryu Gate,one could not
enter China or leave Korea* When *^apan took over Manchuria,at this place, there
was a railway station called the Koryu Gate station( ^and,at one
tlrae,without a Japanese ticket,one could not pass through there* When Mr Itoss

stopped at the Koryu Gate,on his return road,he felt great interest in the
Koreans in their long flowing white "taSfotgScakx tuv inagis" manning the rafts
and walking se^iately along the gr'en mountain roadax^&i gathered in groups on
the roads, exhibiting a scholarly and dignified behavl.odr* Mr Ross undid his
bapgage in the inn and, each day,he went to the marketplace and met Koreans*
At this time, he hdd the following hope,

"Out of a desire to knsx get to know the Koreans and their situation,! left
my door open for them to come and go. They came/ from 8 in the morning until

time to go to bed at 10 P*M* Out of curiosity to see a Westerner and hear about
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"Koreans are divided into throe classes of society* The "yanEban" are the
officials and hereditary nobility; the "choong-in^Cmiddle class) are merchants
and Bianagers oHi the laborinr* class; and the "sang-rain" are those who labor with
their hands. A nan belonging to the "choong-in" class(i.e. Yi Eung-Chan) , in
order to go to the Kpryii Gate, loaded his merchandise on a boat to cross the
Yalu,when suddenly a southwest wind struck hin and overturned the boat, the
merchandise being lost in the water. The owner of the goods fortunately got out
alive on the shore, but he realized that there was no way to retrieve the goods.
He was teHXWwskxts not strong enough to work with his hands, and ashamed to
beg and,what with this and that, he was in a serious dilemma. In this
unfortunate situation, he unexpectedly met my secretary who was searching ataong
the Koreans for someone to afet as my language teacher. One evening, he came
with others to the place where I was. After meeting mo, he waited until !iis

friends had left and then promised to be my language teacher. He asked that,
before the others,! should appear not to know him and, having made this earnest
request, he followed his friends to their inn before it filled up. He cane and
went for the next week, but acted like a stranger. But on the evening before
we were to leave for Liaoyang,he pretended to leave with his friends, came back
to say briefly that he would go with his friends to the inn and,when they
were sound asleap,would leave the inn and start west. We travelled all night.
At dawn,we stopped at an inn and slept, barely rousing in time for lunch. As
I later J.earned, he had not even told his own brother of his plan. The reason
for this extreme secrecjE was that if it were knoim to the authorities that he
had gone to work with a Westerner, his relatives would be imprisoned and ^he
head of the family would be beheaded. The law concerning contact with
foreigners was always strict, but especially after the French and American
attacks on Kangr-rha and their coming up the Han Mver,tha Tai Won Kun*s orders
regarding contact with Westerners were even more strict and the securing of
information about Korea or the hiring of any workman became extremely difficult.
The ifreck of the ship by a storm and the loss of the cargo by the unfortunate
owner,who then became the translator of the Scriptures into Korean, bringing
great results for the Korean people, is a truly delightful story. With a
population of barely 15 million and an alphabet that even a woman could learn
in a few days,Korea was a nation ripe for the Bible and evam’:elfcstic literature
and the translation and publication of the Scriptures was a most urgent task.

The written script, called "eunmoon^jis simple and beautiful so that anyone
can learn it quickly."

According to Mr Ross* record,Yi Eung-Chan had taken this attitude at the

first conta ct, but at all later times was most friendly. ‘Hiepe were very few
questions asked and xwswiireikyxgktsxiaat aanrered, this tine. This was because

Ross' puri'ose in going to the Koryu Gate on the first and se<K>nd occasions
were different. That is to say, the first time, he had been trying to gain
information about the Koreans,while on this occasion, he was looking for a

language teacher. Once this purpose was accomplished, there was no need for
long delay, but they probably delayed because of Yi fiung-Chan's situation.

Dr George L.Paik, in his well-known "History of Protestant Missions in Korea,

I832-I9IO", says,"He was unaole to gather any information abou the people and

land of Korea because those questioned assumed tliat he was trying to gather

information as a spyp "Because of his great interest in the Korean people, he

returned *to the Koryu Gate, the following year. On this occasion,he was not

only auccessful in learning more about the country and its people, but found a

person willing to serve as his language teacher^ which indicates that

Yi Eung-Chan and his friends talked together about Korean matters, but a

careful examination of Ross* own report does not sustain this.
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But there is a more serious question here»which Dr Paik and many ohurch
historians have passed on,namely that the one who agreed Jfe> be Rosa*
language teacher and travelled to Liaoyang was Suh Sang-Toonywhich is a
mistake* He was not Suh Sang-Yoon but Ti Simg-Chan|,without questlon,and the
authoritative state^ftent by writers on history to the effect that
Suh Sang-Yoon was this person is a serious mistake*

There is much material available to show that Yi iC'uig-Chan and not
Suh Sang-Yoon was Ross* langyage teacher* First, there is Suh Sang-Yoon*s
own statement that Yi Eung-Chan,in 18?4,was the very first to go to
Liaoyang to be Ross* ,teacher,and that Yi Seung-Ha,Paik iong-Joon,Kim Chin-Kl
and Yi Ik-Sei joined him the following year,while Suh Sang-Yoon and his
brother, Suh Hyung-Jo, joined them in 1B78* The repprt of his brother,
Suh Kyung-Jo also states that Suh Sang-Yoon went to Liaoyang in 1878 and that,
at that time,Yl Eung-Chan,Kin Chin-Ki and others were already at work in
Liaoyang on the translation of the Scriptures*

There is no need to add to the statements of the Suh brothers regarding;

the translation of the Ross Version, that Yi Bung-Chan was Mr <oss* very
first language teacher, but a friend from the same town as the Suh brothers,
and seminary classmate of Suh Kyung-Mb,and who was one of the first
ministers ordained in 1907*«nd who had a great influence on the organization
and founding of the Korean Protestant Church, the Rsv.Han Suk-Jin,also says
klearly that Mb Ross* language teacher was Yi Bung-Chan and that

Suh Sang-Yoon was the first one to distribute the Korean Giospels in Korea*
On this natter, no one cane be better believed than Mr Ross himself,

who wrote that he mat the Suh brothers in 1878* Mr Ross wrote in a report
in 1883(for the Missionary Review of the Vforid), regarding the time of his
meeting with the Suh brothers and their conversion and spiritual life, as
follows:

**The Suh brothers came to me five years ago* He had tried to commit
suicide before co "Ing to me* There were several Koreans who had been
working with iae before he came* He had heard that I was much interested
in the Koreans and came to me* He had placed his hopes in me* 1 reopgnized
his ability and gave him work* The man who had been under a depression of
suicide, as an atheist,was baptized and became a changed man as he worked on
the translation of Luke* He became as strong a worker as anyone
1 lave known*”

Five years back from 1883 means that the Suh brothers came to him in
1878* Also,”Thore were several Koreans who had been working with me before
he c ame” shows that there were Koreans working on the translation before
"r* Suh*

With these facts so clearly substantiated, how did i^his misunderstnnding
get started? ^he reason is probably because the situation of Yi Eung-Chan
and of Suh Sang-Yoon, just before they met Mr Ross was much the same* In
other ^ords,Yi Bung-Chan had crossed the Yalu and suffered shipwreck and
was reduced to beggary,and Suh Sang-Yoon was alnocJt dying of fevor,and so

they met Mr Ross* Both men had undergone somewhat similar nisfortunaes,but
that the reason for the mtwfwnmi misfortune was different in each case
was not distlnguished,and so the error probably grew up* Anothenm reason
is that Ross seems to have indicated Si^ Sang-Yoon as co-translator of the
Luke Gospel* In other words, since the Ross Version of Luke was the first
book done,and this was done with Suh Sang-Yoon as a co-translator,
wouldn*t he naturally be Ross* first language teacher? ^rom this
conjectux*e, the mistakes seems to have arisen* According to the statement
of Ross and MacIntyre, this was the first translation, the proofs of which were
read again and agaln,so that it was begun in I875»but the re-wor-:ing of
the material took until 1880, Therefore, Suh Sang-Yoon,in 1879* became
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lnvoly«d in tho translation work on LiUco. Whether oriRlnal translation or
final oheoking, however, it is a fact that he was involved in thd work on Luka,
so that Ross was able to say that Suh Sang-Yoon was a co-translator on Luke.

In this connection,! should like to give a brief explanation of the name
df Yi Eung-Chan. In the Bible Society publication (1938), “Tribute to
Mr Hugh Miller**, it is given as Yi Sung-dyunj in an interview with
Rev ilan Suk-Jin,it is given as Yi Eung-Ch«al; in Harry Rhodes* History of the
Korea Mi3sion(193^) and also in the History of the »iwnriayiiwr» t 3iw Korean
Presbyterian Church( 1928), and in Suh 3ang-Yoon*s "Historywf of the Entrance
of Christianity Jnto Korea**(l^J21),it is given as Yi Bung-Chan. It will be
correct to follow Suh Sang-Yoon* s statement. The error in Suh Kyung-Jo*s
interview can be sat down as a reix>lrter*s mistake of **Chal** for **Chan**,and
the error in th^ Hem Suk-Jin interview(in English) can be considered a mistake
in the English spelling; in the *»Tribute to Mr Hugh Miller**, the “Hyun** for
"Chan** can be put doWi to a printer* s error.

2. The Conversion of the Wiju Young Hen

Yi Bung-Chan,who had met Mr Ross at the Korya Gate and gone to Liaoyang,
was baptized in I876, together with throe other young men from Wiju, by
Mr MacIntyre, being the first Korean Protestant Christians. The other three
were Paik Hong-Joon,Yi Seung-Ha and Kim Chin-Ki. These three young men were
friends of Yi Eurv'-Chan who had come to Liaoyang, in 1875 and,on the
recoiamendation of Yi Eung-Chan, had becomellanguage teachers for tho missionaries/
and customs inspector and hospital superintendent. In the Missionary Review
of the Vforld for Ifovember 1883,Ross indicates that, up to this tine, there were
six Koreans who had been baptized by him and Ma dntyre. These six included
four who were baptized in I876 and Suh Sanh-Yoon,who was baptized at Liaoyang
by iioss,in 1879, and Kim (h*ung-Song of the Korean settlement in West Kando,
who was baptized by Ross at Mukden, in 1883»

The Korean Repository for January 1895 records tho baptism of the four
men in 1376 as follows!

**The earliest Protestant converts from among tho Korean people were four
men, baptized in I876 by the Rev J.W,MacIntyre of the Scotch Presbyterian in
Manchuria**, The articles continues re garding rhe four men, saying ikaJLxgora of
tksxxsocx one of them, Paik Hong-Joon, the following! “Old Paik, the Wiju
ovaa;eli3t,was tho first Korean baptized by Mr liaclntyre, and had borne two years
imprisonment with many stripes before his death, last year, rather than renounce
his faith**. This record makes clear that one of the four baptized was
Paik dong-Joon and tolls of his later icBDCKHtxrtydMy near-martyrdom.

Among material available on the conversion of the Wiju young men, the most
trustwortl^ account is to be found in Suh Sane;-Yoon* s “History of the
beginnings of the Korean Christian Church", in ehich ho tells of the baptism
of the previously mentioned four men and of Kim Ch*ung-Song. Kim Ch*ung-oong
was from the Korean settlement in West Kando so,striictIy speaking, he is not
one of the Wiju young men, How©vor,his home was almost certainly in the area

of tho Yalu River, some place in Pyengan Do, so that Including him with the Wiju
young man is no groat error, According to lioss,ho was a medicine peddler of
“young-sin-vha“( spirit medicine ) , but his medicine gave out and ho had no

money to pay for his lodging, so ho came to the homo of tho missionary. Hr Ross

proraisod him quite a sum of money and gave him a job in the print shop. He

was very stupid and without much ability and there were many difficulties with

his wrk,but while printing tho Gospel of Luke, he heard about Cbristia nity

from the Christian workmen and was deeply impressed, so that when the printing

of Luke was finished, he asked Mr Hoss for baptism. Hr Ross listened to his

confession of faith and was amazed at the thoroughness and depth of his faith.

So he was finally baptized and became the sixth Protestant Christian.
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The aforementioned 3uh Sang-Yoon was baptized by Ross at Liaoyang,ln I879,

and became the fifth Protestant Christia a The eircumstancos surrounding
Suh Sang-Yoon have already been related here,and we will avoid repeating it,
hut after his baptism,at Ross* request, he corrected Luke and John and, in 18^,
wont to Mukden and printed it* Suh Sarlg-Yoon was the younj^est of the ^cxBDqp

Wiju group, but was ahead of the others in education and his knowledge of Hangul
was such that ho was a great help 4in the ".I'ole translation*

His yoixnger brother, Suh Kyung-Jo*s conversion, according to the statement in
the Kitok Kyo»bo(15bth issue) (Christian )by the pastor of the Shanghai
Church,Rev Chang Sung-San,in a report of an interview with Suh Kyung-Jo,±n

went with ds older brother,Suh Sang-Yoon, in 18?8, to Liaoyang and
stayed at the hone of Mr KacIntyre,observ d the church ritual and,several years
later,went to Mukden and was involved in the Hihla translation* He says,**! took
tne Gospels which my brother and Yi Soung-Ha had translated and served as a
colporteur, preaching and selling,while my brother left for Seoul and
Yi Sung-Chal( oilstake for Chan) and 1 woi^ced in Mukden on the translation of
the Chinese Gospels into Korean and printed them from wood vrood plates

(

or blocks ?)

(mok-p*an)? Rut there is no woi-d of how he was baptized* In Ross* article
of l883>anong the six baptized up to that time, the name of Suh Kyung-Jo does
not appear* From Suh Sang-Yoon* s article,when his older brother, Sang-Yoon,went
to Mukden, he returned to Wiju* On wonders if the record of his having gone to
Mukden is an error on the part of ^^r chang* In any case, in the above-mentioned
intervif3w,Mr Suh says that he was baptiaed in Seoul, in 1887,by Underwood, and
Underwood riksords the saiae thing* Therefore, the writer understands that
Suh Kyung-Jo whs not baptized in Llaoyang or Mukden*

III Hr Ross and the Wl.lu Youni^ Men Translate the Scriptures ,

Mr Ross, in order to translate the Korean Bible, first undertooH the stiiiy of
Korean writing and Korean history* According to his own statement, Hangul was
scientifically arranged and easy, so that in barely a year he was able to use
it freely,but he had to put in a great deal of time,of course, in learning
vocabularv, grammar and comp6sition* However, in 18?7»he published a book of
89 p>ago3 on Korean conversation, called **A Korean Primer** and, in 1882, a book
of 101 pages, called '*Korean Speech,with Grammar and Vocabulary*** Since his
language teacher was from Wiju, in i^engan Do, the two books are full of
Pyengan Do provincialisms* There are expressions such as **Pap mugusseun-raa**

( ) and **Mool masuss 3Swa-yo**( )* The Ross
'^ersion was put through several revisions by Seoul people who just left the
Pyengan Do provinicalisms as impossible to correct* Be that as it may, Ross and
his associate^ raissionary,MacIntyire,3tudied the language zealously and, at the
same time, studied Korean history, culture and customs* As a result,in 1880, he
was able to publish a 404-page book, **Corea,Its History.Manners and Customs^
published in London* This, among books in English,is one of the best-written
books on Korean history and customs and became widely known* It is well known
that without a knowledge of the customs and habits of a oountty,it is impossible
to translatethe 3ible into that laiDguage* Ross made careful efforts in
preparation for trunslatin/' the Biole into Korean.

Iiowevar,in re^rard to the time of the Korean translation, it is impossible to •

be certain of the time of the beglnning,frora reading his re;x>rts* We know that
he had the help of Yi Sung-Chan on the translation, kxtxtduxHxiKXiiiDaainEtabcKf
jdiwxjaCTiginnixtxMMX and that be had written some brief tracts before working on
Luke, but there is no record of the precise time.

The inforraatibn on the time of boginnin* the Ross Version comes from
Dr Mac££ S*A*Moffett*s address at the opening of the Bible House in Seoul, as

bein^j 1875* In Hugh Miller** brief history of the Bible Society,also,it is

given as 1875* hut we have no way of knowing what source they depended on for
fcdejrxJbrfiuPMLttawx
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this information* But these tvro were pioneer missionaries who had ample
opportunity io meet Mr Ross and wo nay assume that they had heard it
directly from him* If thosi statement of these two is to be believed, the
translation of the Ross Version was bep;un in 1875* 1875 was one year after he
had begun to study Korean With Yi Eunf»Chan,and was the year in which
Kim Chin-Ki,Yi Seungf-Ha and Palk Honcr-Joon name to Ross, in Liaoyang* The
translation of the Korean Bible impresses us as a darin/ venture on the part
of the onejTotlc Ross* iind since we are told that he had already translated
some tracts,we may assume that he did this in preparation for the Bible
translation, in 1875» These tracts were Christian Catechism** and
**Christlan Sammons”, the former being printed in 1881, to tost out the press,
and the latte'-' was printed the following year, immediately befere the
publication of Luke,

According to thejt 1879 report of the Bible Society of Scotland, Ross and
his co-translators,Yl Eung-Chan,Kim Chin-Kl and Paik Hong-Joon, completed the
translation of Luke in 1878, In that year, Ross returned to Scotland on furlough,
while MacIntyre carried on the work and,with the above-mentioned Korean
translators chock’d it point by point, MacIntyre described the method of
Bible translation as follows*

”The translation of the Bible was carried on my Bible classC staff

)

, First,
the Korean translators and I read the Chinese Bible and,when this had been
translated into Korean,! then compared it with the Greek original to try to

get it as close to the Greek moaning as oossible.” Before Ross went on furlough,
ho requested from the Bible Society of Scotland money for printing the Koz*ean

'^ible and the Society gladly provided the money for type for printing the
Gospel of Luke, In 1879* Ross returned ffora England and the Luke and John
which MacIntyre had revised were again gone over and,when thr final manuscript
was completed, he put his a^'tention on raising the ^ooney for printing* Thus,

the next year, the British and Foreign Bible Society and the National Bible
Society of Scotland together agreed to pay for the -minting of an edition of
3,000 of Luke and John and to repay the ‘translation expense and the money paid
to the Korean tramslators*

In 1381, a printing press was received from Shanghai and set up in Mukden
and the wooden type prepared by the Korean translators was sent to Mr Lilly,
the General Secretary of the National Bible Society of Scotland, in Japan,who
had 40,000 typo cast and sent, the same year, by way of Liaoyang, to Mukden*
Although the jbrtnting press was now readyjworicnon for it were a problem,but there
were some Chinese Christians with printing experience and so,with their help,

the printing of Luke was begun*
As stated above, the tract **Christian Sumra ns” was fixxJC printed first,at

which point it became evident that it would be impossible to have Chinese
printers who knew nothing of Korean sotting up the Bible, so in searching for
a Korcjan workraan,Kim Ch*ung-Song of the West Kando set .lament appeared and was

set to woric* He was so slow and stupid that it was necessary to tell him

everything three or four times to get him to understand it and was so clumsy

that he used up some 3f000 sheets in tr3'‘ing to print four pages of type* But he

was a good-hearted individual and bee arao an accurate printer and,inx through

reading the Gospel as it came from the press, he was conveted to Christianity*

According to Ross* article,when they finished the last of the manuscript of

Luke and were about to send it to press, a member of the winter envoy group(from

the court in Seoul to the court in Peking) to China, stopped in Mukden on his

return trip* To him they entrusted the proof-reading and he took the manuscript

^/ith him to Seoul where, after reading the proofs,he sent it it back by the

next winter enlasy group* As this became known between the times of the two

envoy Journeys,BUch interest was aroused and many people stopped at the Mukden

church to find out about the printing of the Korean Scriptures* ARK>ng them was

one raan,quite different from Kim Ch*ung-Song in speech, thought and actions,who
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became quite friendly with him and proved a ci*®at help In printing the Bible,
Unfortunatelyjwe do not know his name,

At last, in 1882, the publication of Luke ifas compl<ited. This was really the
'irst Hangul Scripture in our country. The translation begun Injft 1875 had
finally boon published after seven years of work, the reason for this long
delay being explained in the 1881 report of the National Bible ;>ociety of
Scotland, a 3 follows:

"There is no need to regret the delay in printing the Korean B'ble, Because
of the time taken, there was ample ooportianity for Hr MacIntyre to go over the
text four times, verse by verse,and thereby make it the more accurate. It is
ira;X>ssible for us to overstate the excellence of the ability of the translators,
for they were without the needed dictionaries or granmars for translation. The
KoT'ean-Franch Dictionary and Grammar published in Japan were the best to be had
and, in the Boss Version are words and phrases not found in the Korean-French
Gramnar. The first translation into any language is difficult, and the
translation of t!ie Bible into Korean was attended by many dirficulties. There
were also many dirficulties in expressing the Greek original in Korean, But
their success in overcorang all these difficulties and in translating and
printing the Korean fioriptures is a work deserving of the highest praise,"

That the Bible translation was done with great dare,vfe can today agree and
bow our heads in acknowledgement. In 1879, just after the final manuscript of
Lut^e was completed, the Snglish Kovsion of 1881 was published and Ross went
over the entire manuscript with this revised Bible, Consequently, the manuscript
of the Ross '^orsion was chocked against four others: the Chinese Bible, the
Greek text, the King James Version and tlie Unglish Revised Version, There were
rt>ught sentences and Pyangan Do provincialisms with which one oo’iLd fund
fault, but the lack of translation errors and the faithfulness in recording
proper names according to thie Greek original arouses our admiration. Although
Ross tolls us in his article of liaving the text of Luke and John read by a

member of the tJinter envoy group from Seoul and reprinted in 1883, the 1887
reprint of Luke and John still has the same Pyengan Do provincial! sms,which
seems strange. Let us examine the first edition of Luke in the Ross Version
to see if there was any correction by the Seoul people. The first is from the
text of 1883, the second from the final corrected text of 1887, the third from
the 1890 revision by Underwood, Luke 15:11-19»

insert
The first 1383 text is,as Ross says, revised by a Seoul scholar who was a

member of the winter envoy commission. But there is little revision of Wiju
provincialisms and only a few corrections in spelling. In the final corrected
text of 1887, also, the provincialisms are allowed to remain and there are only a
few minor corrections In spelling and vocabulary. In the I89O Underwood
revision, there are many changes in spelling and vocabulary, but many of the
Wiju provincialisms still remain,

Sarly in 1382, after the publication of Luke, John was printed( ),

In 1883, the revised Luke and Acts( )was published in a combined
edition of 3f000» tbe same year, the revised John was printed in an edition of
5,000 copies. In 1834,Mark ( ) and ilatthew( )were published
and, in 1885, Romans and l-II Corinthians( ) and
Galatians( ) and Sphe3ians( ) were issued. In I887, the

entire ;Jew Testament( )was printed. So the Ross Version
was finally completed. The became Korea’s first Nei/ Tostamont
and thereby the translators became the Wyoliffes of Korea, From 1884,whan
Protestant missiojuades began to enter our country and in 1887
the Bible Translation Co inittee was formed to begin a new translation from
within Korea, so that Mr Ross did not attempt a tramslatlon of the Old Testament,
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would notioa th« fojindation of the Christian church and the frequent coming
and going of the Western missionaries and start persecuting the Christians,
they turned bac< to avoid making trouble. Upon his return to Mukden,Ros3 rejorted
as follows*

”The number of persons baptized at the West Kando Korean settlements was
100, many of them young oon,and all of them men. !P\is work is developing along
both banks of the Xalu Hlver,into northern Korea?

The xmxv3CK church in the Korean settlements of West Kando had grown in
about a year to 100 baptized members. Webster,who accoiipanied Ross on this
trip to this congregayion repo’*ts on this as follows;

"Xheir wonderful understanding of the Gospel and their faith can surely
not be a merely human affair. And the groat work of God which has begun
in these valleys indicates the matnod by which the evangelization of Korea
will take pla cb.**

In accordance witn their hopes and aspirations,ln 1898, the dok An liyun

Ri Yang Ja churches deaoons,Yi Smig- &.a- aixi Im Teuk»iiyun, vere appointed. This
became the mother church of ilanchuria and developed in north and south lianchuria

until a thousand Korean churches and ten presuyteries and General Assekbly were
established,with 4 or aiadla schools and a seminary set up. Further,
Yi deunoNak of Chosan,who received and read a Ross x'Jew iestaraent in this
place, later became the foiinder of the Cl^iosan church.

2.Suh bang-Yoon and the Geoul Church

Sun 3ang-':ioon,who had been involved in the Bible Translation work in Hukden,
in the early spring of,1833 volunteered to go, at some sacrifice, to evangelize
the mother country. 3o Mr Ross, in order to qualify him properly for this duty,
gave him instruction for a time and sent him to Seoul. There was an impressive
commissioning service in the i-iokden church. Mr Ross gave him a stock of
Korean Gospels and pamphlets and also Chinese Bibles and sent him off with his
blessing. Friends accompanied him out of Mukden as far as Sip-Ni«-.ia . VJhen

ho reached the Koryu Gate, the Chinese officials gave him a very suspicious
inspection and,when forbidden Bibles came to light,he was taken to the
examining office on the Korean side, called the "Pyul-jung-so"( ),

where he was put into prison and bound. But fortunately, the officers of the
Pyul-jung-so were Kira dyo-Soon and Kim Chun-Yon,stewards of the Wiju city hall,
who were his distant relatives. Thes men sympathized with him and let him
escape at night, so that he managed to get home to Wiju without further
trouble. As ha had promised, he went up to Seoul and started to preach there.

The greater part of the liibles that he liad carried with him had be n
confiscated and ha had only a few dozen Gospels with which he had been able
to geL into the country. Whan these were sold out, he 9as feeling distressed
atout it when, in 188h,iik>ss sent him, through Mollendorf of the Inchun Customs,
6,000 copies of the Koroan Gospels and he was able to develop an active
evangelistic work. In general, he distributed his Ciospels among hpmotown
friends who wore in business in Seoul. That same year, 13 of lais friends
expressed a desire to become Christians, Ho therefore wrote a letter to

Hr Ross asking him to coma to Seoul and baptize them and set up a church. But
Mr [iosa was xiot able to leave the growing work in MancHnria and take the time
for the long journey,so could not gran5 his request. In 1855# again he wrote
to Ross and reported that there were 79 wishing baptism, asking him to come to

Korea, but he wa3 on sble to do so.

On the afternoon of July 11,1886, in Chung Dong, in Seouliat Mr Underwood's
home, the first baptism in Korea took place. The first to have the honor of
being baptized was a scholat named Noh To»Sah,the motive for whose conversion
lay in a copy of the Ross Version which he had recoiV€>d from Suh Sang-Yoon,
Regarding this baptismal aervice,Mr Thomson, General Secretary of the National
Bible Society of Scotland in Tokvo,who xi|xt was present,wrote of the occasion
as follows:
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That Sunday afternoon,! was able to be present at an event of grwat
importance in the history of the Protestant Charoh in Korea, the baptism of the
first Korean Christian* Since the Korean governtaent had not yet given official
permission for any Chrustian ceremonies, the baptismal service was held secretly,
in an atmosphere of gXKstxtaiixiaai the greatest tension* In the presence of
some 14 Western Christians and one Japanese Christian, the ceremony was hald,and
after Hr Undeiwood had sent away his Korean secretaries, ha bofean the examination
for baptism* To each question,llr iJoh joidHX answered in a low but clear iioico*

Mr Underwood, before baptizing him,asked me if the topknot shoulb de left as it
was* This was because for a Korean man td take off lis hat or untie his
topknot in a public place was a breach of etiquette, I replid that, in Japan,
iy was rofiuired that the hair be loosed for baptism* Hr*Woh looked a bit
embarrassed but, as requested, untied his topknot and deceived baptism on his
bared head* As I saw how he was breaking the strict custom of propidety of his
country and saw tho holy look on tk» his face,! was filled with wonder and
admiration and couid not contain my joy* 1 we a amazed t<j hear from Hr Underwood
that the motive behind his conversion was his reading of the Ross translations
of Luke and John***

In tho fall of 1887,a desire was fulfilled when itoss came to Seoul, making the
journey by boat* At that time, the first church in Seoul (Presbyterian) was
organized oy Hr lnderwood,with 14 aiwakag» baptized members, and two men were
chosen as elders, most of them having already received Gospels in Mukden or from
Suh Sa0g-!oon and, on the basis of this reading expressed their desire to accept
Cl^ristianity* In SeotH,a Wiju man who had read the Ross Version and bean
converted, Choi Sung-Kyoon, became the first member of tho Seoul Hethod ist Church*
Aside from these, there were over 300 persons in Seoul who had read the Ross
Gospels and were thinking seriously of accepting Christianity but,for various
reasons,had not yet done so* At this report, Ro s, ,who was present, could not
contain his joy, but turned them over to the newly arrived missionaries and
set out on his return journey* From this, it will be cl-arly seen that the Seoul
Saimoonan Church, the mother churc b of Korean Protestantism,was founded on tho
4o33 Version*

3*Paik Hon<^-.*^oon and the Wiju Church

Paik Hong-Joon,x^'ho from 1875* in Liaoyang and Kul^den,was wrking on tho Ross
translation,from the fall of 18^ followed li Soung-Ha in starting to distribute
Gospels and tracts in nis home town of Wiju*

The afore-mentioned Yi Seung-Ila had, for many years, left quantities of Korean
Scriptures at Koo-Yun-Sung

,

at a Aianohurian inn on the opposite bank of the Yalu
from Wiju, for the boundary of the country was i-uarded so carefuily that it was
difficult to cross and some of his Gospels had been thrownsjik into the river
and some had been burned* On hearing this nefws,ilr 4oss said,**Those wr» drink

the water truat has washed these Scriptures will find life, and those who are
dressed in tne ashed of the turned i3ibles will be gloriously clothed*'** This

prophecy was exactly fulfillad,for the region of the Yalu River was that in which
the largest number of churches was later set up*

Pak liong-Joon many many trips across the border with quantities of Korean

Scriptures hidden in loads of old paper and thus crossed the border successfully
and distributed them in W1ju,£!uiaung,Sakju and Kangkei* Among those to whom he

preached in VH.ju were Kim !-Hyun and his son Kwan-Keun and 33 others who, in 1869,

were baptized by ilr Underwood on the bank of the Yalu River, the beginning of the

kVlju church*( notes on the lianchuria side?) From this, it will be seen that the

V/i ju church of the Kwan-suh area was founded on the Ross 'Version* Paik Hong-Joon

in 1392,was arrested and imprisoned in Mukden for two years, for having been

guilty of illegal contact with foreigners* After Hb was released from prison,

he died of the effects, dying for his faith*
But Kim I-Ryun, to whom he had preached, started churches in Wlsung and Sakju
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and Kangkei* His son,Kwan»K®iin,b«oame Paik Hon*r«Joon*s son-in-law and, in 18i2,
succeeded hin in this work* In 1910, he was ordaned as a m'nister and fein later
founded riany churches in the .North Pyengan Do area. Also, Han Suk-Jln of Wiju,to
who» Paik Honc-Joon preached, in 1893 became the lay poster of the Pyongyang
Nul-Tarl-Kol chiirch and worked with Dr Hoffatt in founding churches in the

,

Pyengyang area,beconeiug one of the first ordained mini stars, in 1907, and
had a great effwt on the development of the Korean Church* wSlso,

Yang Chun-Paik of ^'isung,to whom Kira I-Ryun preached,was oniained as one of
^‘•orea’s first niinisters, m 1907,and later founded in Syenchun the largest
church in Korea* Further,of those converted by reading the Ross Vorsicup

rdeeived from Paik Hong-Joon,ware men of lifi.1u,Pak Sang-Mo, Chang ChiniPang,
Yi -In,Yi Eui-Suk,ai>i Kira l?ang-Ok,wh6,in 188?, together trith thr Methodist
missionaries, founded In Si.ju the first Methodist church in northern Kor^a*
From this, it can be seen that the Ross Version vras the foundation of the
entire Church in northern S'orea*

4*j8iaiHPg Suh atocnjt Kyung-Jo and the Songchun Church

Suh KyUng-Jo was inyolv-4 in the translation and printing of the Koss Version
and its distribution,auDCMxs and was the younger brother of 3»ih :San?-Yoon,who

founded the Jeoul cnurch. He had gone with his brother, in 1878, to Liaoyang,
in Manchuria, and stayed for several years at thehroa home of Mr MacIntyre,
ijidirocoly engaged in the translation and printing of the Hiblo* In 1883#
when Suh San<^-Yoon set out to preach in Soool,Kyung-Jo also went \rith him
to Seoul and then,in 1885»went to Song Chun,in Tai-Koo Myun,Changyun kun,

Wrianghai Province* The reason why the two brothers left their home in Wiju
was that word had reached the authorities that the older brother,Yang-Yoon,
had been working with Westerners in Mukden, and they were in great danger*

Soil Kyung-Jo,at his brother's arging,began distributing the Ross Gospels
to their friends in Song Chun andjiiDctSS^ by 1885, there were sorae 20 believers*

In the spring of 1887,Suh Kyung-Jo and Choi Myung-Oh,with seven others, made their

way up to Seoul to request baptism of Mr Underwood, The latter heard their
confession off faith and administered baptism to Suh and Choi only. The
remaining five were baptized,with two others, after they had gained a more
perfect understandinf* of the Doctrine,when Mr Unden'Tood went down to

Song Chari in the fall of the same year* Of the other ti^o baptized, one was
the three-year-old son.of Suh Kjrung-JojPyong-Ho (Philip 3uh),who was the first
person to receive infant baptism in our country*

Through the Ross Version, the fouirth Korean Protestant church was formed in

Song Chun. According to the Ross report for 1885, in that yea|>, there were ‘70 in

Seoul vrlshing baptism,l8 in Wiju with a plac'^ for worship,and 20 at Song Chun*

In this reoort,he' gave the followUug explanation for this amazing result*

“Secausa the Ross translation of the Gospels can be read and understood by

anyone, there has been thle startling growth in conversions* The way in which
not only men but \7oraon secure these books and read them is amazing*'*

still more amazing thing was the construction of the first church
building in Kdrea,at Dong Chun, in 1395* This was dope by their own efforts*

According to the statement of Suh Kyung-Jo, they had had the purpose of
building a church ever since 1887,when they organized a ibottk construction

**kel’*(loan cooperative) and, by 1895* the money accuraulated was considerable,

enough to build the church buildin/ without difficulty* The church at
Song Chun was built without direction or financial help from the missionary

and tne boildinp was constructed in purely Korean style*
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5»‘rhe Bible Society and the Pusan Church

In tlie translation, printing and distribution of the Ross Version, the
greatest cooperation vp.s recoived ''ro'n the National 'lible Society of Scotland
and the British and Foreign Bible 3ocioty,as is well known.

The visits of Thomas, who was martyred on the hanks of the Taidong River,
in 1865 and 1866, and hl.s distribution of the .Scriptures; the visit of
Williatnson to the Koryu Gate to meet our people and give out Scriptures, in
1867 ; that, of Corbett In the sane year to the shores of Wlianghai Province
with Scriptures; pr that of %teof,ln 1868, to the' mouth of the Taidong River
with S ptures were all done \rith the support of the i^ational ,iible Society
of Scotland, Williamson was the North China General Secretary for the Society
and Thomas camB with qualifications -to serve as Secretary for Korea, Not only
were Scriptures and tracts supplied, but the expenses of the trip v;ere also lx>rne

by the Society, Corbett, and Mateer also received their commission and
financial' sup?x>rt from. the Society, Whatever form this support may have taken,
the Piblos w’ ich the^ passed out were Chinese. The aforementioned two Societies
began the support of the work of translatio|i,Fiat printing and distribution of
the Korean Scriptures from l879tPayi.nr the expense of a printing r.ress for
this '-jork* At the request of Ross, in this same year, the B.iole Society of
Scotland uridertook the expense of securing typo for printing the Gospel of Luke
whiqb h.id already been translated and revised. The following year, in olMer to

make it possible to ooptlnue and expand this irork,the .'ritish and Foreign Bible
Society joined in cooperation on it. So the two Bible Societies agreed to give
direct support in Ross* translation work, making it a joint project. The next
year, they a'^reed to repay the noney paid out up to that time for translation
and printing expense on the Gospels of Luke and John and on the making of type.

From that time, the tv;o Societies lent their strength to the distribution of the
publishe4 Korean Scriptures,

^‘3 already indicated, the Society took full responsibility for the printing
of Luke and John and in securing type for it. The making of the type was
entrusted to Mr Lilly, the General becreatry of the Japan branch of the

^'ational 81 ble Society of Scotland, in IbkyojWho shipped h0,000 type to

Liaoyang, The ^printing pre.ss ordered through the Shanghai branch was shipped

to Mukden. Thus, the JaiJanesa and Chinese branches of the Society became
colaboratars in this work, ,,

In the early spring of 1882, as soon as the first edition of Luke had been

pabli3h-3d in Korean, one-third of the adition(l,000 copies) x<ero shipped to

Mr SghBwtis Thomson of the Japan branch of the Society, This was because there

had been quite a bit of discussion, in 1879»among the European and American
missionarioo in Japan regarding 'ttissJonary work in Korea, so that when Hr Lilly
Bx^HXBcbc received the order for Korean type, he asked^Rc'SS to send half the

edition,when printed, to Japan,
Soon after the publication of Luke, the treaty of friendship bwteen Korea

and the United States was signed and the door of the land which had been closed

for 4,000 years was opened and the missionaries wIk> had been waiting outside

this door raised their battle-cry for the befjinning of missionary work in Korea,

Th«t same year, Rev,Alexander, a British missionary in Hangkow,wrote an article

stressing the hopq of missionary work in Korea and urging that preparations

be made for it, Gidffith John, the Secretary of the Hangkow branch of the

National Mhle Society of Scotland, suggested Wilson as a qualified person to

serve as a Ko^ea missionary, and Ross and Webster wrote to Wilson to ask his

_ opinion on the matter, giving him a glowing accourtt cf the possibilities of

missionary work in Korea, The Bible Society of Scotland, which had had the

privilege of publishing the first Korean Scriptures, irt I883, sent the first

colporteur and Secretary to our country, the Tbkyo director of the Society’s

store, a Japanese Christian named Nagasaka, He landed in Pusan in June of

that year and established himself there and began to sell the Gospels of Luke

and John which he had received from Thomson,
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That ga'fl* year, a nlaaionary of tho China Inland .'^iaaion stationed in
Cheefoo,arj An&vtcan Tiis3ionary,Rev A W Douthwaite,waa j^iven a quantity of the
Ross i^erslon by Vllllawson, the North China Secretary of the Joc^ety,and carao

to our country giving them out in the ports alone; the west coast* Wnm he
stopped in Inchun, he net thy<gMggNLsxctfc^tpptx3h±yJtaxx one of the guards of
Yuan Shi Kai ,who vas a faithful Chinese Christian, to whom he entrusted Gospels
and Tracts which he distributed to the Inchun people*

In April 1384, the Secretary of the Bible Society of Scotland,Mr Thomson,who
was living in Yokohama, sent a Ja.^nese,Sogano,and his wife, accompanied by
Miura,to ihis*n,with the purtoso of setting up a Korean Bible depot* Segano and
^iura settled in Pusan and bega to work as the first colporteurs of the
Society of Scotlanci in Korea and ener; etically distributed the Ross Version*
Miura, after a short time, resigned, but Se<-ano continued working zealously until
his death in Pusah,in 1886. Sevano,with Pusan as a center,had worked as far
as Tongnai and Taegu distributing the Ross Version* In this way, in 1385, he
distributed 1155 copies of the Ross Luke and John*

In 1884, the oible Society depot set up in Pusan became a Biole-reading cnurch*
On Market-day, the country people came swarming in and read the Scriptures* They
then went back and told their firiends and the numbers steadily increased* Segano
spread out mats in the front Jjard of the depot for them* It oecamo a sort of
open-air church* There were so many readers that the ma.'ts soon went to pieces*
Tills open-air church, so to speak,was the fifth congregation started by the
Rosa Version*

XjcciMiyxi^^
On July 4,1886,Mr and Mrs Thomson and a Jaoanese colporteur named Salnora

visited Pusan again* Segano w^s In good health and working hard at
distributing the Ross Version* Put cholera was raging and the regular meetings
of the Pusan church wore suspended* Segano started, preaching at Maineung * He
went the 120 li to Naineung on market-day and spread out his copies of Luke
and John and read' them to those coming to market* The Pusan de^i^ot thereby
became a travelling denot and the Bible was distributed to many more people*
Befot’e his death, dbhiJi that year, Segano had succeeded in distributing 1250
bospels*

UpPn Sega no *3 death, the Pusan deoot was closed and another one was opened
at Chemulpo(now lnchun),with two Japanese colporteurs distributing the Ross
Version* The firitish and Foreign Ible Society had cooperated in the printing
of the Ross Vers Ion, facxtSBgx andjin 1883, appointed Bryant, the Secretary of the
North China Pranch,to take over the duties for the Korea Branch as well* Also,
in the same year,3uh Seng-Yoon was sent to Korea 4nd,in tne neat year,
Yi «‘>eung-Ha and Paik Hong-Joon were sent to Korea as colporteurs in Wiju,
Song Chun and Seoul for the Ross Version, as indicated above*

In 1885, the British and Foreign Bible Soviety sent Bryant to Korea as
‘Secretary* But the public peace in Korea was still Insecure and there was no
clear route open through ^%churia,so he gave up entering tho country until
jlarch 1887,when he tra vslled by way of Shant'hai and Chang-ki to Seoul* His
purpose in entering the country was to investigate the situation for sotting
up a branch of tlie Bible Society and to get rejx>rts of the work of
Suh Sang-Yoon and Paik Hnn^-Joon,who had already baori salt into the co»mtry*

At this time, Bryant, at the suggestion of Undein^ood and Appenzeller,
rec' missioned the three colporteurs for distributing the loss Version,
Suh Sang-Yoon to work in the Seoul area, Paik Hong-Joon in the Kwan-suh area,
and Choi I-iyung-Oh in the west coast area, all of whom began faithful work in
their respective areas*



Conoluclin^ iVaioark;^

The Ro 33 Version continued to be distributed for some 18 years in the Korean
settleinerits of West Kando and in many are^s of Korea itself, during which time
the number of. those desiring baptism grow to a total of some 600, It was the
version which was used until the n*^/ translation (i:)mraittea,i3safljHd in 1900,
issued their ”3in lak Cum 4Suh"( ),which replaced the iioss

"Yesu 3ung-Kyo Chun duh’^( ). T\o influence of the Rpss Version
in the rise of the Pit)tostant Church and on the modernization of Korea was
tfuly traraendo'Os. Dr V^ D Reynblds,who ^as one of the fo anders 6 the Protestant
Church in Korea, an honor^^ early translator of the Korean Bible aoKi professor
4n the Pyongyang Baninary, speaks of the influence of the iioss Version on the
Korean Cnuroh and on the later.Bible translation work as follows:

*’At;^the request of the British and Foreign Bible 3ocioty,Dr Underwood revised
the Ross Version of nuke and Dr Scranton revised Ro (Bans, boj:h being printed in
1890* For vseveral y-ars (that is, until the conoletton,in 1895>of the Co.Tinitte0*8

translation of the four Gpspals),the only two iportions of the Bible available
±jDcthHXi2kiu;isk:'ciax for instruotibn in tne Churcji were these two. In truth, these
two books booa'ie the foundation of the early Korean Church. From that time,
when we Were perforce limited to this imperfect translation of the Ross Version
of Lioko and John, in its simple, old-fashioned binding to today’s beautifully bound
and well-printed *3lole is a great development. But this bea ,tiful and lovely
'Bible is, in xintlttyx reality, the result which has grown from the small plant
sowed by the honored Ross and rtacintyra and cultivated with faith arvl zeal,'*

v Among those led to accept Christianity through the Ross '^ersion, there wore
not a few Ccmfucian scholars. The first man to receive baptism on Korean soil,

Noh To-Sah,ws8 a representative of these. The scholars who read the Ross
ersion,with one voice declared it a 'ssfarxxssx religion superior to j^Ln&cstsnix

. Buddhism, that it was a religion that gave hope ar>d a new heart, Because
Buddhism and Confucisnism were both formalistic and gave the pep.Je no hope or
motJ.vation,many of the young peo;^o,WM*aixaxjbcaKtwt attracted by new things,
accepted Christianity of their own volition, Noh To-Sah says of his own
motives for accepting the Faith,in his testimony, "The only i»ad by which I

reached an understanding of Christian truth was by reading the 3cripturesP‘

Everyone else who has read the Bible has had the sane experience, iherafore,

% there arose in .bur country a new intelleetual actibity in the search for
eternal truth, ”

.

The influence of til e Ross '^ersion on the rebirth and revival of Hangul
must be highly maintained, in tke original home of Chinese characters, the

translators tfiok the Chinese biole and made it not merely a caixed-script Bible

but a pure Korean Bible, Their high purpose shines to all eternity. In order
to assure the accurance of the Korean text, they sent the manuscrijbt clear

to Be6ul,to get the opinion of various m people on it. Those who read the

Ross Version found tliat it. was not Chinese but, true Korean and found a

familiarity and delight in it, VJbmen and children read it and learned iiangul.

The lio.'os '^ersion had enough difficulties and lofty ideas to challenge then,

Tho»«fore, In the years t^iat followed, the missionaries used iiangul for the

*^ible,for the hymnal and for doctrinal books and textbeoks. From that tine,

Hangul was reborn and truly began to revive.
It is also a fact t.uat th© Ross Version has been a source of .'ood material

for the study of Korean literature. Up until now, the languare of the Ross

Version has been called North-west Provinpial, but it is really Wiju
provincial, Wiju, together with Cheiju Do, are the areas where ancient archaic

forms are best preserved, I believe that a study of the 'Wija terns in the

Ross Version would not be behind that of the study of Cheiju Do language for -

fruitfulness.
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